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Core tip: The Macklin effect can be frequently seen on
imaging by multidetector-row computed tomography
(CT) of patients who are found to have spontaneous
pneumomediastinum from respiratory causes other than
chest trauma. The collections of air dissect along the
bronchovascular sheaths to the hilum and into the mediastinum. The Macklin effect as seen on CT may help
differentiate respiratory from other etiologies of pneumomediastinum.
Murayama S, Gibo S. Spontaneous pneumomediastinum and
Macklin effect: Overview and appearance on computed tomography. World J Radiol 2014; 6(11): 850-854 Available from: URL:
http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i11/850.htm DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i11.850

Abstract
Spontaneous pneumomediastinum (SPM) is described
as free air or gas located within the mediastinum that is
not associated with any noticeable cause such as chest
trauma. SPM has been associated with many conditions and triggers, including bronchial asthma, diabetic
ketoacidosis, forceful straining during exercise, inhalation of drugs, as well as other activities associated with
the Valsalva maneuver. The Macklin effect appears on
thoracic computed tomography (CT) as linear collections of air contiguous to the bronchovascular sheaths.
With the recent availability of multidetector-row CT, the
Macklin effect has been seen in the clinical setting more
frequently than expected. The aim of this review article
is to describe the CT imaging spectrum of the Macklin
effect in patients with SPM, focusing on the common
appearance of the Macklin effect, pneumorrhachis, and
persistent SPM with pneumatocele.

INTRODUCTION
Pneumomediastinum is described as free air or gas located within the mediastinum. It can be precipitated by
various triggers that are either intrathoracic, such as stenosis or blockage of an airway, Valsalva maneuver, blunt
trauma to the chest, or ruptured alveoli; or extrathoracic,
such as fractured sinus, iatrogenic manipulation during
tooth extraction, or ruptured intestine[1].
Spontaneous pneumomediastinum (SPM) is described
as free air or gas located within the mediastinum that is
not associated with any noticeable cause such as chest
trauma. The first case series of SPM was reported by
Hamman[2] in 1939; therefore, the condition is called
Hamman syndrome[3]. Respiratory pneumomediastinum
is a result of rupture along the alveolar tree, which leads
to an abrupt increase in the intra-alveolar pressure. Released alveolar air centripetally dissects through the pulmonary interstitium along the bronchovascular sheaths

© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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patients without organ injuries. The former require admission, diagnostic studies, and surgical treatment, while
the latter can simply be observed, thereby avoiding unnecessary admissions and diagnostic tests[28].
SPM is uncommon in children. However, because
of the increasing concern regarding the risks to children
exposed to radiation, Chapdelaine et al[29] studied whether
the extensive radiologic workup of SPM affects its management and outcome. Of 53 cases of SPM, 26 (49%)
were related to bronchospasm, 11 (21%) were associated
with respiratory infections, and 8 (15%) were of unknown etiology. Inhaled foreign bodies were associated
with 4 cases. No esophageal perforations were identified.
Posteroanterior chest x-ray (CXR) diagnosed every case
except 1, and the mean number of CXRs performed
during hospitalization was 3. Only 3 patients developed
subsequent pneumothorax, and no patient needed pleural
drainage. Of the 8 patients with SPM of unknown etiology, 5 underwent barium swallow and 2 underwent chest
CT, and all findings were within normal limits. Therefore,
the authors concluded that SPM is usually self limited,
and the prognosis depends on the underlying disorder.
Therefore, for patients with clinical improvement, an aggressive work up and follow-up chest imaging are rarely
justified.

Figure 1 Chest computed tomography scan of an 82-year-old woman
shows an injury to the posterior wall of the trachea, massive pneumomediastinum, and subcutaneous emphysema due to ruptured pars membranosa (arrow).

toward the pulmonary hila, into the mediastinum[3]. This
pathophysiological mechanism was described by Macklin
et al[4] in 1944, and is known as the Macklin effect.
SPM is usually a benign, self-limiting illness affecting
young males. However, it is a condition that is not widely
recognized by clinicians. There have been several reports
describing the appearance of the Macklin effect on computed tomography (CT) images of patients with SPM[5-12].
This review article will describe the CT imaging spectrum
of the Macklin effect as observed in patients with SPM.

CT DEMONSTRATION OF THE MACKLIN
EFFECTS IN SPM

THE MAIN CAUSES OF SPM

Macklin and Macklin first observed that released alveolar
air from alveolar rupture centripetally dissects through
the pulmonary interstitium along the bronchovascular
sheaths toward the pulmonary hila and into the mediastinum[4]. Wintermark and Schnyder recently reported that
the rate of Macklin effect seen on chest CTs of patients
with blunt trauma to the chest was 39%. They concluded
that CT-associated Macklin effect was a sign of severe
blunt trauma to the chest[30]. However, there have been
several reports of the Macklin affect on the CT scans of
patients with SPM[5-12].
As demonstrated in Figures 2-5, the Macklin effect
appears on thoracic computed tomography (CT) as linear collections of air contiguous to the bronchovascular
sheaths[5-12]. The air dissects into the pulmonary hila and
from there enters the mediastinum. We previously reported that using multidetector-row (MD)CT, we detected
the Macklin effect in 8 of 9 patients with nontraumatic
pneumomediastinum , which was a higher rate of detection than had been previously reported[5]. Sakai et al[6] also
reported a high detection rate of the Macklin effect using
64-detector-row CT. They found interstitial gas in the
perihilar region of all 20 of their patients. We speculated
that the increased detection rate of the Macklin effect
was a result of using MDCT with application of thin
collimation, a one-breath-hold technique, and visualization of magnified images on a monitor with cathode ray
tubes. These factors might facilitate the identification of
subtle Macklin effects. Therefore, we may conclude that

[13,14]

SPM occurs predominantly in young males
, and is
an uncommon entity. The prevalence of SPM reportedly
ranges from 1 of 8005 to 1 of 42000 hospital accidents
and emergency admissions[13,15]. Three different mechanisms can produce pneumomediastinum: (1) disruption
of a cutaneous or mucosal barrier (usually the tracheobronchial tree or the esophagus), which allows the entry
of gas into the mediastinum; (2) gas produced by organisms in the mediastinum or adjacent chest; or (3) rupture
of an alveolus. Alveolar rupture is known as SPM[14,16].
SPM has been associated with many conditions and
triggers, such as bronchial asthma[17], diabetic ketoacidosis[18], forceful straining during exercise[19], inhalation of
drugs[20], childbirth[21], severe cough or vomiting[22], and
other activities associated with the Valsalva maneuver[23].
Recent case reports have shown that SPM has also occurred in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease[24],
anorexia nervosa[25], in individuals swallowing a foreign
body such as a peach seed or pork rib[26], and in a patient
who practiced yoga[27].
Although pneumomediastinum can be spontaneous,
without known precipitating events and without injury to
mediastinal organs, pneumomediastinum can be an ominous sign of injury to mediastinal structures, including
ruptured esophagus (Boerhaave syndrome) or ruptured
trachea (Figure 1). Whenever pneumomediastinum is
identified on imaging studies, the problem is differentiating those patients with mediastinal organ injuries from
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A

B

Figure 2 A 21-year-old woman with hypothyroidism and symptoms of cervical discomfort and tenderness. Multidetector-row computed tomography scan
demonstrates air collection along the perivascular connective tissue, the Macklin effect (arrows), in the peripheral area (A) and in the perihilar area (B), and pneumomediastinum. Reprinted from ref. [5].

A

B
Figure 3 A 15-year-old girl with acute myeloid leukemia. Multidetector-row
computed tomography scan demonstrates air collection along the perivascular
connective tissue and the Macklin effect (arrow) in the perihilar area. A small
pneumomediastinum is also noted.

alveolar rupture described as the Macklin effect is even
frequently seen in patients with SPM.
CXRs are generally useful for diagnosing pneumomediastinum, although there have been false-negative results.
For false-negative cases, Okada et al[7] concluded that because of thin slices obtained on CT, CT is more effective
than CXR alone for diagnosing pneumomediastinum.
Sixty-four-detector-row CT reveals minute changes in organs and peripheral tissues. However, the Macklin effect
was not detected in the peripheral lung of 4 of our reported 12 cases[5] and in 11 of 20 cases in Sakai’s report[6].
We believe that since the Macklin effect develops as linear collections of air in the pulmonary interstitium that
extend along the bronchi and contiguous blood vessels to
gradually reach the perihilar bronchovascular sheath, the
longer that time passes after its onset, the less often it is
seen in the periphery of CT scans (Figure 3).

Figure 4 A 15-year-old girl with cryptogenic organizing pneumonia associated with graft-vs-host disease. Multidetector-row computed tomography
scan demonstrates air collection along the perivascular connective tissue, the
Macklin effect (arrows) in the peripheral area (A) and in the perihilar area (B),
and massive pneumomediastinum. This patient also has spinal pneumorrhachis
(arrowhead). Reprinted from ref. [5].

servatively[31]. This literature review described a 72-yearold man with progressive motor weakness and sensory
deficits in the lower extremities, who had a large accumulation of intraspinal air. He recovered completely after a
C7 laminectomy. Kono et al[32] reported pneumorrhachis
in 4 of 42 children with SPM, and the patients with
pneumorrhachis did not have neurological symptoms.
Therefore, in SPM, a collection of air within the spinal
canal is mostly self limiting and benign. Pneumomediastinum concomitant with pneumoperitoneum is very rare
in SPM, with only a few cases reported. It also appears
to resolve with conservative treatment, without intervention[33,34].

Complications of SPM
SPM is occasionally associated with pneumorrhachis, the
presence of air within the spinal epidural space (Figure 4).
A literature review of 48 patients with pneumorrhachis
revealed that only 1 case had neurologic symptoms and
signs; the other cases were successfully managed con-
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6

7

8

9
Figure 5 A 16-year-old girl with persistent spontaneous pneumomediastinum and pneumatocele. Computed tomography shows massive pneumomediastinum and perihilar and peripheral Macklin effects (arrows). In the left lower
lobe, a pneumatocele (arrowhead) is observed.

10

Although the Macklin effect appears on thoracic CT
as linear collections of air contiguous to the bronchovascular sheaths, the onset, which is alveolar rupture, is
rarely observed on CT. The released alveolar air rapidly
dissects into the pulmonary hila and from there enters
the mediastinum. We did have an SPM patient with a
pneumatocele (Figure 5). This young female patient had
interstitial pneumonia with prolonged SPM and cervical
subcutaneous air. Patients found to have a Macklin effect
involving peribronchovascular air and pneumatocele[35]
will have a prolonged SPM, and clinical intervention is
required.

11

12

13

14

CONCLUSION
The Macklin effect can be frequently observed on the
MDCT images of patients with SPM not associated with
trauma. A Macklin effect seen on CT may help differentiate respiratory from other etiologies of pneumomediastinum. However, especially in pediatric patients with
SPM who improve clinically, aggressive investigation and
follow-up CXRs are rarely warranted, and the efficacy of
CT is limited.

15
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Abstract
Quantitative analysis of magnetic resonance (MR) brain
images are facilitated by the development of automated segmentation algorithms. A single image voxel
may contain of several types of tissues due to the finite
spatial resolution of the imaging device. This phenomenon, termed partial volume effect (PVE), complicates
the segmentation process, and, due to the complexity
of human brain anatomy, the PVE is an important factor for accurate brain structure quantification. Partial
volume estimation refers to a generalized segmentation
task where the amount of each tissue type within each
voxel is solved. This review aims to provide a systematic, tutorial-like overview and categorization of methods
for partial volume estimation in brain MRI. The review
concentrates on the statistically based approaches for
partial volume estimation and also explains differences
to other, similar image segmentation approaches.

INTRODUCTION
Quantitative analysis of magnetic resonance (MR) brain
images to gain knowledge about human brain structure
is increasingly important. For example, various neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative diseases, such as
schizophrenia[1] and Alzheimer’s disease[2], alter the brain
structure. By analyzing these alterations, a better understanding of the underlying disease mechanisms could be
gained and diseases could potentially be diagnosed more
rapidly and accurately[3]. This is important since brain
diseases represent a major source of the overall disease
burden[4] and are often associated with heavy impact to
informal caregivers.
The typical quantitative analyses to detect and quantify differences in brain structure between two or more
subject groups include voxel based morphometry[5] and
cortical thickness analysis[6]. These analyses are facilitated
by the development of automated MR image (MRI) segmentation algorithms, which are standard tools in modern neuroscience. The image processing chain leading
to MRI segmentation and, finally, to statistical analyses,

© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Key words: Magnetic resonance imaging; Segmentation; Tissue classification; White matter; Gray matter;
Image processing; Brain imaging; Image analysis
Core tip: Each voxel in a brain magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) may contain multiple types of tissue.
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CSF

CSF/GM

each voxel is solved. For example, hard or crisp tissue
classification provides information whether a particular
voxel is WM, GM, or CSF. In the extended problem, one
wants to know that a voxel contains 20% GM, 80% WM
and 0% of CSF and we say that the partial volume coefficients (PVCs) are 20% for GM, 80% for WM and 0%
for CSF. The extended problem has various names. It has
been referred to as fuzzy segmentation, partial volume
segmentation, partial volume estimation, and tissue fraction estimation. It will be referred to as partial volume
estimation in the remainder of this paper. In order for
the partial volume estimation problem to be solvable, the
intensity of a partial volume voxel has to be expressed
with a model that depends on the parameters of image
intensity distributions of pure tissue classes. Figure 2 exemplifies partial volume estimation as compared to hard
tissue classification and also points out a specific problem
of hard tissue classification particularly important to
cortical thickness computations. Namely, insufficient image resolution may lead to hard tissue classification miss
sulcal CSF and this may subsequently lead to incorrect
cortical thickness computation if hard tissue classification
is used as a preprocessing operation to the cortical thickness computation.
This review aims to provide a systematic, tutorial-like
overview and categorization for different approaches for
partial volume estimation in brain MRI. In addition of the
author’s knowledge about existing literature, the articles
to be included in this review were searched on Pubmed:
Search term: [(magnetic resonance [Title/Abstract] OR
MRI [Title/Abstract]) AND brain [Title/Abstract] AND
partial volume [Title/Abstract] AND (segmentation [Title/Abstract] OR tissue classification [Title/Abstract] OR
partial volume coefficient estimation [Title/Abstract])]
NOT (PET [Title/Abstract] OR emission tomography
[Title/Abstract]). The search yielded 80 articles, majority
of which were found relevant to this review.

GM

WM/GM

WM

Figure 1 A schematic explanation of the partial volume effect in the context of brain magnetic resonance imaging. Voxels composed of purely gray
matter (GM) are colored in black color while voxels composed of cerebro-spinal
fluid (CSF) or white matter (WM) are in white color. These are termed pure tissue voxels or pure voxels. Voxels composed of multiple tissue types, termed
mixed voxels, are colored in gray. In the figure, these can be either voxels
containing both CSF and GM tissue types or voxels containing both WM and
GM tissue types. The actual anatomical boundaries between tissue types are
shown in blue and red color is used to indicate voxel boundaries.

comprises of a long pipeline of different operations including skull stripping, intensity non-uniformity correction, tissue classification, registration to the stereotactic
space and cortical surfaces extraction. The point of interest in this review is the tissue classification. This refers
to assigning a tissue type label to each voxel of a brain
image. Typically, the three main tissue types, white matter
(WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF),
are considered.
A single voxel may contain of several types of tissues due to the finite spatial resolution of the imaging
device. This phenomenon, termed partial volume effect
(PVE), complicates the segmentation process, and, due
to the complexity of human brain anatomy, the PVE is
an important factor when accurate brain structure quantification is needed; Figure 1 for a schematic explanation
of the PVE in the context of brain MRI. González Ballester et al[7,8] reported that ignoring the PVE can lead to
volume measurement errors in the range of 20%-60%.
Most widely used MRI segmentation algorithms account for PVE, for example by incorporating extra tissue
classes[9-11]. Ruan et al[12] demonstrated that the intensity
distributions of the partial volume voxels can be approximated using Gaussian distributions and an early work
attributed the non-normality of the intensity distributions of the tissue classes to partial volume artefact[13].
However, some algorithms take a step further and try
to solve an extended version of the tissue classification
problem, where the amount of each tissue type within

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING
The algorithms introduced in next sections require various image pre-processing steps to be performed before
the partial volume estimation can take place. The preprocessing pipeline can include intensity non-uniformity
correction, brain extraction (or skull stripping) and registration to a sterotactic space.
Intensity non-uniformity correction is required because MR images are known to contain low frequency
spatial intensity variations often referred to as radio
frequency inhomogeneity or shading artifact[14]. All segmentation algorithms in brain MRI must account for this
artifact to produce accurate segmentations. There are
several ways to correct for the shading artifact[14]. This
can be assumed to be an image pre-processing step or to
be performed jointly with the PV estimation, interleaving PV estimation (segmentation) and non-uniformity
correction steps. In what follows, we will assume that the
images have been corrected for this artifact.
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Figure 2 Example of partial volume estimation. Top row, from left: A coronal section of T1 weighted MR image; A skull stripped version of the coronal section; A
manual labeling into gray matter (GM) (gray color), white matter (WM) (white color), and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) (dark gray color). Bottom row: Estimates of partial
volume coefficients (PVCs) for CSF, GM, and WM. The color bar refers to the PVC estimates in the bottom row. The image is obtained from the IBSR2 dataset provided by the Center for Morphometric Analysis at Massachusetts General Hospital and PVCs were computed as described in the ref. [28]. Note how the manual hard
labeling completely misses the CSF in the interhemispheric fissure as well as in the superior frontal sulcus pointed by red arrows. Instead PVC estimates of CSF in
the bottom row capture well the sulcal CSF.

Although we are interested in segmentation of the
brain tissues, brain MR images contain signal from other,
extracerebral tissue types, such as skull or scalp. Because
these extracerebral tissue types are often irrelevant for
brain image quantification, it is useful to mask out the
voxels outside the brain out before the PV estimation.
This is termed skull stripping or brain extraction and the
reference[15] provides a comparison of skull stripping algorithms.
The registration to stereotactic space is usually carried
out to be able to utilize information of the tissue type
probability maps, which, for each voxel, give a prior probability that the voxel is of certain issue type[16]. It should
be noted that this is not as useful for partial volume estimation as it can be for hard segmentation, because tissue
probability maps provide no information on tissue fractions[17]. Moreover, if the registered images are resampled
to the stereotactic space, this amplifies the partial volume
effect and may not be a recommended action.

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

MIXEL MODEL
Definition and approximations
The most commonly used model of PVE in brain MRI
is the mixel model[18]. The mixel model assumes that each
intensity value in the image is a realization of a weighted
sum of random variables (RVs), each of which characterizes a pure tissue type. The original formulation[18]
requires images to be multispectral, i.e., that image data
from multiple pulse sequences are available (for example,
T1, T2,and proton density weighted images). However,
there are approaches to overcome this problem by utilizing clever approximations as we shall see in Section 3.2.
We now proceed to a more formal description of the
mixel model. For this, we need to establish some notation. The observed image is X = {xi: i = 1,…,N}, with the
voxel intensity xi ∈ RK, and K the number of data channels in the multispectral case. For example, if we have
T1-, T2-, and proton density-weighted images, then K = 3.
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Sampling noise

CSF

GM

WM

Noise

Material dependent noise

CSF

GM
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Figure 3 Sampling and material dependent noise models. Sampling noise model assumes that each tissue type is represented by a single average value and
Gaussian-distributed noise is then added. Material dependent noise model assumes that the tissue types are represented by random variables. CSF: Cerebro-spinal
fluid; GM: Gray matter; WM: White matter.

The material dependent noise model is obtained by
embedding the measurement noise into material noise
components, i.e., n is dropped from Eq. (1)

N denotes the number of brain voxels in the image and i

is the voxel index. The voxel index has three components
that correspond to the position of the voxel in the leftright, anterior-posterior, and inferior-superior axes. There
are M tissue types in the image. Typically, M is equal to 3,
and the tissue types are WM, GM, and CSF. The mixel
model is statistically based. Thus, a voxel intensity xi is
considered to be a realization of random variable xi. (We
use bold-face symbols to refer to random variables and
the corresponding normal-face symbols denote their
realizations.) Similarly, each tissue type j is described by
a random variable lj , which is assumed to be distributed
according to the multivariate normal distribution with the
mean μj and covariance Σj. Random variable xi is written
as a weighted sum
M

xi = ∑ wij lj + n,
j=1

M

j=1

This model is more complex than the sampling noise
model, but it is probably more realistic.
Solving the mixel model
Direct solution via penalized least squares: Assuming
the sampling noise model, the PVCs can be solved directly from Eq. (2) if enough data channels are available[18].
Denoting a matrix of all PVCs by w, the least squares
criterion to minimize for solving Eq. (2) is written as

M

j=1
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N

M

i=1

j=1

LS (w)= ∑ xi - ∑ wij mj

(1)

where n represents measurement noise, typically assumed to be Gaussian (with a covariance matrix Σ*) and
partialM volume coefficients (PVCs) wij ∈ [0, 1] for all i,j
wij = 1 for all i. The PVCs model the fraction of
and j∑
=1
each tissue type in the voxel, for example, if wiGM has a value of 0.8 then the voxel contains 80% of the GM tissue
type. This is similar to the fuzzy classification/segmentation problem, but in the mixel model the coefficients wij
specifically model the fraction of tissue type j present in
the voxel i. We will return to connections of the mixel
model and the Fuzzy C-means algorithm in Section 5.
In practice, the mixel model has to be simplified because it is impossible to distinguish between measurement
noise and variability within tissue types. Various simplifications have been studied by Santago et al[19,20]. They identified two possible types of simplification, namely, the sampling noise model and material dependent noise model as
depicted in Figure 3. The sampling noise model assumes
that all the randomness in the model is due to measurement noise. This leads to a model, where the tissue types
are described by mean intensities of tissue types:
xi = ∑ wij mj + n,

(3)

xi = ∑ wij lj•

2

(4)

with constraints that ∑Mj = 1 wij = 1 and 0 ≤ wij ≤ 1. Note
that this equation can be solved individually for each
voxel. In the case of single image channel and two tissue
types, the solution is particularly simple:
xi - μ2
); wi2 = 1- wi1,
μ1 - μ2

wi1 = r (

(5)

and the function r limits the solution to the interval from
0 to 1, i.e., r (y) = 0 when y < 0, r(y) = y when 0 ≤ y ≤ 1,
and r (y) = 1 when y > 1. This solution is also the maximum likelihood solution and it accounts to a simple scaling of the image intensities to the interval from 0 to 1.
For this reason, the solution is also very noisy and Choi
et al[18] suggested to regularize it with a Markov Random
Field (MRF) prior (see also Li et al[21]). The idea is that
PVCs of neighboring voxels should have similar values.
This leads to a modified criterion to minimize, with the
same constraints as above,
N

M

PLS (w)= ∑ xi - ∑ wij mj
i=1

j=1

2

+ P (w)

(6)

where the term P(w) penalizes differences between wi
= [wi1,…,wiM] and wk = [wk1,…,wkM] if the voxels i and k

(2)
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WM
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Figure 4 Direct vs two step procedure for partial volume coefficient estimation. CSF: Cerebro-spinal fluid; GM: Gray matter; WM: White matter; PVC: Partial
volume coefficient.

are neighbours. Unfortunately, this objective cannot be
anymore minimized separately for each voxel, but all the
voxels must be taken into account. Besag et al[22] used
Iterative Conditional Modes algorithm to minimize the
penalized least squares criterion in Eq.(6).

There are at least three different approaches to solve
the task in the step 1. In the simplest approach, used for
example in the reference[24], the tissue classes are ordered
based on their mean values so that μ1 < μ2 < ..... < μM.
Then, if the intensity value xi lies in the interval [μk, μk+1],
it is assumed that the voxel i is a mixture of tissue types
k and k + 1. This simple model does not account for the
noise in the images and is not applicable for multichannel
data because it assumes that the mean intensity values of
tissue types can be ordered. The second approach is to
detect most likely pure tissue types within the voxel based
on the Bayes classifier[18,23]. This is done computing the
two most probable tissue types within a voxel. However,
this approach, as the first one, ignores the possibility that
voxels may be composed of a single tissue type. The third
and preferred approach, which is we term as probabilistic partial volume classification, fixes the just mentioned
problem. The probabilistic partial volume classification
approach is to compute the probability of each possible
tissue type mixture appearing in the voxel[19,20,25-27]. For
example, if the tissue types of interest are WM, GM,
and CSF, the following 6 probabilities are computed: (1)

Two step algorithms: The simple two-class, onechannel solution above motivates a set of techniques allowing the standard PVC estimation for three tissue types
even if just data from just a single image (usually T1weighted) is available. The idea is that since the combination of more than two tissue types in a voxel is very rare,
we can estimate which two tissue types are present in a
voxel before the PVC estimation; Alike idea was already
mentioned for multichannel data in[18,23]. The steps of the
two step algorithm can be given as follows, and they are
schematically represented in Figure 4: (1) Partial volume
classification: Estimate which is most likely tissue type
configuration containing at most two tissue types in each
voxel; and (2) PVC estimation: Solve the partial volume
estimation problem limited to tissue types found in Step
1 for all the voxels.
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Voxel is solely CSF; (2) Voxel is solely GM; (3) Voxel is
solely WM; (4) voxel is a mixture of background and
CSF; (5) voxel is a mixture of CSF and GM; and (6)
voxel is a mixture of GM and WM. (Some tissue type
combinations are not considered due to their rarity in the
brain.) The technical problem in the probabilistic partial
volume classification approach is the construction of
the probability models for mixed tissue classes; the class
conditional densities for pure tissue classes are modelled
by the normal density. The probability densities for the
mixed tissue types can be constructed based on a marginalization technique developed originally in references[19,20]
and further applied in references[25-28]. The idea is to integrate out the variable wi1describing the percentage of tissue type 1 in a voxel by numerical integration. Note that
with current computers the numerical integration does
not present computational problem and can be solved
very fast[28]. Advantages of this more complicated probabilistic approach over the two simple approaches include
possibility to include spatial regularization in the form of
MRFs to the step 1[25,26] and the applicability to multispectral images[26]. Additionally, it is often expected that the
number of the pure tissue voxels should be greater than
the number of mixed tissue voxels. The probabilistic partial volume classification includes automatic and elegant
control for this issue that has been solved elsewhere by
using Bayesian methods at the expense of introducing
extra user-defined parameters[24,29].
Once the tissue types that are probable to appear in a
voxel are determined, then the PVCs can be estimated using Eq. (5) if the sampling noise model is assumed. Note
that if voxel i is determined to be a voxel of pure tissue
type k, then wik = 1 and wij = 0 for other tissue types j ≠ k.
One can also adopt the material dependent noise model
leading to a maximum likelihood criterion. If i is a mixed
voxel of tissue types j and k, the maximum-likelihood solution is
wij* = arg max log (g(xi μ(w), Σ(w)))
w∈[0,1]

disadvantage of the added computational cost (e.g., the
reference[8]) of the MRF, can be overcome by new rapid
algorithms capable of performing MRF based segmentation of the typical 3-D MR images within few seconds[28].
While the two-step algorithms often use spatial MRF prior during the partial volume classification step, they typically do not utilize spatial information during the second,
PVC estimation, step. Manjón et al[27] introduced an MRF
for modelling of the spatial information during the PVC
estimation step and compared it to the usage of prefiltering the images with a non-local means filter. The results
suggested that using spatial information improved the
PVC estimates and non-local means filtering performed
better than the MRF-based approach.
Discretization approaches: An alternative to try to
find real-valued PVC estimates is to discretize the PVC
estimation problem[32-34]. This means that instead of letting each PVC wij lie freely in the interval from zero to
one, the discretization-based methods restrict the PVCs
to have only a discrete set of values. For example, wij can
be 0, 0.1, 0.2,…,1.0. The discretization-based methods
then try to solve maximally probable PVCs from this
discretized set resorting MRF approaches to model spatial interaction between adjacent voxels[32-34]. While the
restriction to a discrete set of PVC values is perfectly
reasonable given the noisiness of the images, the discretization approaches are usually very time consuming, especially when compared to fast two step approaches[25,28].
Parameter estimation
The necessary model parameters μj,j = 1,…,M and Σ*
or Σ j,j = 1,…,M must be estimated before or during the
solution of the mixel model. Correct estimation of these
parameters is essential for partial volume estimation[35].
Tohka et al[26] identified three potential approaches to the
parameter estimation problem: (1) histogram analysis; (2)
simultaneous parameter, and partial volume estimation by
expectation maximization (EM)-like algorithms; and (3)
the estimation based on a hard segmentation of the image.
The conceptually simplest alternative is to fit a parametric model (a mixture model of pure and mixed tissue
intensity densities) to an image histogram. The objective
function can be based on the maximum likelihood or
least squares criterion. The disadvantage of parametric
model fitting is that the formulated minimization problem is complex and non-convex rendering the standard
optimization algorithms useless. Various global optimization algorithms, including genetic algorithms and tree
annealing, have been used for the task[19,36]. The EM-like
algorithms start from an initial rough parameter estimates
and refine the estimates jointly with the partial volume
estimation[32,34] or classification[37] through alternating
expectation and maximization steps. This can guarantee
accurate parameter estimates, but the estimates depend
strongly on the initial guess and the convergence of the
process can be slow. The third alternative is to generate

(7)

where μ(w) = wμj + (1-w)μk; Σ(w) = w2Σ j + (1-w)2Σ k
or Σ(w) = wΣj + (1-w)Σk. Furthermore, wik* = 1 - wij* and
all the other PVCs are zero. The correct model for Σ(w)
has caused some controversy (see the references[30,31] for
details). The difference in the two models is that the first
one (Σ(w) = w2Σ j + (1 - w)2Σ k) results in a more regularized solution of Eq. (7) while the second one (Σ(w)
= wΣj + (1 - w)Σk ) is conceptually more pleasing. The
maximum-likelihood PVC-estimate in Eq. (7) is solved by
a simple grid search. Extensions to the maximum likelihood principle of Eq. (7) include Bayesian methods[24].
As mentioned above, the two-step algorithms can
use the MRF prior to regularize the partial volume classification and this has been demonstrated to lead to more
accurate partial volume estimates when the images are
noisy[25]. The use of the MRF requires the user to set a
proper weighting parameter for the prior which may be
considered as a disadvantage[8]. However, often quoted
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an initial rough segmentation of the image, and thereafter use outlier detection techniques based on the mathematical morphology, robust point estimates, or image
gradient values to prune the set of voxels belonging to a
certain tissue class[25,26,35,38,39]. Comparisons of these three
techniques have been reported in the references[26,35]. The
main result of these comparisons has been that the parameter estimation based on the hard segmentation of
the image is fast and usually, but not always, works as well
or better than the other two approaches.

tissue fractions resulting partial volume estimation, for
example, as in the reference[47]. While it seems clear that
the PVCs are better representations of gray matter density than gray matter probabilities, it is not clear whether
this particular modelling choice has a major effect on
the accuracy of the results. To author’s knowledge, gray
matter probability and gray matter PV-coefficient based
VBM methods have not been directly compared. Tardif
et al[48] examined two pipelines resulting in GM probability based VBM and PVC based VBM but the main focus
of the work was on a comparison of 1.5T and 3T imaging protocols. The VBM8 software package (http://dbm.
neuro.uni-_jena.de/vbm/) offers possibility to VBM using
PVCs[49].

RELATED METHODS
Fuzzy C-means
The standard Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm optimizes
a cost function

Cortical thickness
Cortical thickness is a quantitative measure describing
the combined thickness of the layers of the cerebral cortex that can be measured using MRI either using mesh
based[6,50,51] or voxel based techniques[52]. The thickness
of the cortex, and its local variations, are of great interest in both normal development as well as a wide variety
of neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders[6]. Cortex
is a highly folded structure with an approximate average thickness of 2.5 mm[53] and hence it is not difficult
to appreciate that the partial volume effect has been an
important consideration when measuring cortical thickness. Both surface mesh based[54] and voxel based[55-57]
cortical thickness measures can be shown to be improved
if the partial volume effect is taken into account. Especially, as demonstrated in Figure 2 and discussed further
in the references[26,54], hard tissue classifications may miss
some of the sulcal CSF because of an insufficient image
resolution. This causes incorrect reconstruction of the
GM/CSF boundary, which, in turn, leads to errors in the
cortical thickness computation.

N M

JFCM = ∑ ∑ μqij xi - μk 2,
i =1j =1

where uij are the fuzzy membership values μk are the class
centroids, and q is the fuzzification parameter. This objective function and its modifications have been widely and
successfully used for brain MRI tissue classification[40-43].
As shown in the reference[29], if q = 3, M = 2, and K =
1, optimizing the objective JFCM for fixed centroids leads
to the identical PVCs as PVCs derived based on Eq. (5).
However, with more than two tissue types or multispectral data, fuzzy segmentations by FCM and mixel model
are different.
Bayesian tissue classifiers
Often the tissue classification is casted as the Bayesian
decision problem[9,16,17,44,45]. In that, one tries to estimate
the posterior probability map that the tissue type is c given the image intensities. Often approaches use prior information from tissue probability maps[9,16] or MRFs[44,45]
or both[17]. It should be noted that the tissue type probabilities are different from the partial volume coefficients.
The exact difference of the segmentation results depends
on the probability model selected, but usually these
Bayesian tissue classifiers produce more crisp tissue type
maps than the partial volume estimation algorithms. This
issue and its ramifications are considered in a more detail
by Manjón et al[27].

Other applications
Other applications of segmentation with the PVE modeling identified during the literature review were segmentation of the brain images of the neonates[58-61], hemisphere
segmentation and related shape analysis[62,63], EEG source
localization[64], and lesion load computations based on
MRI[65-68]. Especially, in the case of the Multiple Sclerosis
(MS) lesion volumetry, the correction for the partial volume effects has a large positive effect on the reproducibility and accuracy of the analysis[69]. In particular, it was
found to be important in avoiding of misclassification of
some non-lesion voxels (between CSF and brain tissue)
into lesion voxels[69].

APPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL VOLUME
ESTIMATION
Voxel based morphometry
Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) involves a voxel-wise
comparison of the local concentration of gray matter between two groups of subjects. The procedure consists of
segmenting the gray matter from the MR images and spatially normalizing these gray matter images from all the
subjects in the study into the same stereotactic space[5].
These gray matter images can either represent GM tissue
probabilities, for example, as in the reference[46] or GM
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CONCLUSION
An interesting recent development in MRI segmentation
and partial volume estimation is the use of quantitative tissue type maps for the purpose[70-72]. For example,
Ahlgren et al[70] utilized the signal of a spoiled gradientrecalled echo (SPGR) sequence acquired with multiple
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flip angles to map T1, and subsequently to fit of a multicompartment model yielding parametric maps of partial
volume estimates of the different compartments. West
et al[71] used quantitative MRI values of the longitudinal
relaxation rate, the transverse relaxation rate and the
proton density to define tissues (WM,GM,CSF) and
constructed a lookup table for partial volume estimation.
These quantitative approaches show good potential to
improve the partial volume estimation accuracy. Another
recent development is the use of high-field MRI to map
smaller and smaller brain structures[73], such cortical layers or hippocampal subfields[74]. These efforts will benefit
from automated segmentation. Despite of improved
image resolution provided by higher field strengths the
problems related to partial volume effect will remain as
the structures of interest will become smaller at the same
time. For example, while the improved image resolution
will diminish (but not completely erase) the challenges
related to partial volume effect in the cortical thickness
computation, it will also possibly allow studies concerning individual cortical layers requiring a higher image resolution, where partial volume effect is again an important
consideration.
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Core tip: Imaging in renal infections is challenging,
given the relatively non-specific nature of findings in
majority of the cases. A careful assessment of clinical
situation in question is essential to accurately choose
the imaging modality which would provide most information. In this review we discuss the appropriateness
of specific imaging modalities, to allow the radiologist
to choose the best modality for a given clinical situation. In addition, some entities such as acute pyelonephritis, Xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis and emphysematous pyelonephritis have some specific imaging
features. In this review we describe and illustrate such
specific features, to facilitate their recognition when
present.

Abstract
Spectrum of acute infections includes acute pyelonephritis, renal and perirenal abscesses, pyonephrosis,
emphysematous pyelonephritis and emphysematous
cystitis. The chronic renal infections that we routinely
encounter encompass chronic pyelonephritis, xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis, and eosinophilic cystitis.
Patients with diabetes, malignancy and leukaemia are
frequently immunocompromised and more prone to
fungal infections viz . angioinvasive aspergillus, candida
and mucor. Tuberculosis and parasitic infestation of the
kidney is common in tropical countries. Imaging is not
routinely indicated in uncomplicated renal infections as
clinical findings and laboratory data are generally sufficient for making a diagnosis. However, imaging plays
a crucial role under specific situations like immunocompromised patients, treatment non-responders, equivocal clinical diagnosis, congenital anomaly evaluation,
transplant imaging and for evaluating extent of disease.
We aim to review in this article the varied imaging
spectrum of renal inflammatory lesions.

Das CJ, Ahmad Z, Sharma S, Cupta AK. Multimodality imaging of
renal inflammatory lesions. World J Radiol 2014; 6(11): 865-873
Available from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/
i11/865.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i11.865

INTRODUCTION
Renal infections range from mild to severe, acute to
chronic (Table 1) and may be associated with predisposing risk factors like diabetes mellitus, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), leukemia, vesico-ureteric reflux and
staghorn calculi.
Acute infections include acute pyelonephritis which
may be focal or diffuse, may resolve with time or worsen
to abscess formation depending on the treatment rendered and immune status of the patient. Immunocompromised state might predispose an individual to more
severe and life threatening conditions like emphysematous pyelonephritis which may warrant a nephrectomy.
An obstructing pathology with a superimposed infection may lead to pyonephrosis for which drainage is the
treatment of choice. Renal infections may take a turn for
the worse in a chronic irreversibly damaging form like

© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1 Acute pyelonephritis in a 40 years old male. A: US shows soft tissue in bilateral PCS (arrowhead) with increased echogenecity of perinephric fat (arrow);
B: CECT nephrographic phase shows bilateral enlarged kidneys with heterogeneous enhancement. There is soft tissue thickening and abnormal enhancement of
bilateral PCS and ureter (arrow); C: CECT delayed phase shows striated nephrogram (arrow) seen as linear bands of contrast extending from cortex to medulla. US:
Ultrasonography; PCS: Pelvicalyceal system; CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography.

and is used for guiding interventions as well. The role of
intravenous urography (IVU) has diminished lately, however it still remains the best modality to diagnose calyceal
irregularity of early tuberculosis, papillary necrosis and
to evaluate congenital anomalies. Computed tomography
(CT) is the gold standard for diagnosis and assessment
of severity of acute pyelonephritis and its complications.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is indicated in pregnancy and patients with contraindication to iodinated
contrast such as transplant recipients. Diffusion weighted
MRI (DW-MRI) has been applied to differentiate hydronephrosis from pyonephrosis as well as to detect infected
cysts and tumors.

Table 1 Spectrum of renal infections
Acute

Chronic

Acute pyelonephritis
Focal nephritis

Chronic pyelonephritis
Xanthogranulomatous
pyelonephritis
Abscess
Malakoplakia
Emphsematous pyelonephritis Eosinophilic cystitis
Papillary necrosis
Pyonephrosis

Others
Tuberculosis
Fungal

chronic pyelonephritis and xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis. Tuberculosis involves the kidney with calyceal
irregularity being the earliest manifestation, later leading
to scarring, fibrosis and infundibular and ureteric stricture
formation. Immunocompromised individuals are particularly predisposed to fungal infections, the most common
organisms being Candida, Aspergillus and Mucor. Some
rare inflammatory conditions encountered are malakoplakia and eosinophilic cystitis.
Acute infection is usually diagnosed based on clinical symptoms and laboratory data without imaging examinations. Hence, imaging is not routinely indicated in
uncomplicated renal infections. However, imaging plays
a pivotal role in evaluating infections in situations like
immunocompromised state, treatment non-responders,
congenital anomaly evaluation, and post transplant for
evaluating extent of the disease. We wish to review in this
article the varied imaging spectrum of renal inflammatory lesions.

ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS
Acute pyelonephritis is usually diagnosed based on clinical symptoms and laboratory data without imaging examinations. In many cases of mild acute pyelonephritis,
enhanced CT or ultrasonography may show no abnormal
findings. The recommended phases of CT scan for evaluating renal infections are a non-contrast scan, nephrographic phase at 50-90 s and excretory phase at 2 min
if there is obstruction[2]. Striated nephrogram which is
an appearance described for acute pyelonephritis shows
discrete rays of alternating hypoattenuation and hyperattenuation radiating from the papilla to the cortex along
the direction of the excretory tubules (Figures 1 and 2).
This appearance is ascribed to the decreased flow of
contrast due to stasis and eventual hyperconcentration in
the infected tubules[3]. Striated nephrogram is not specific
and is also seen in some other conditions like renal vein
thrombosis, ureteric obstruction and contusion[4]. Pyelonephritis may manifest as wedge shaped zones of decreased attenuation or a hypodense mass in its focal form
(Figure 3). The diffuse form of acute pyelonephritis may
cause global enlargement, poor enhancement of renal
parenchyma, absent excretion of contrast and streakiness
of fat. Hemorrhagic bacterial nephritis which is relatively
uncommon shows hyperattenuating areas representing
parenchymal bleeding on non-contrast scan[5].

IMAGING MODALITIES
Imaging is not routinely indicated in urinary tract infections, however with severe symptoms, high risk immunocompromised state, diabetic patients and antibiotic nonresponders, it becomes necessary[1]. Plain radiography
may provide evidence of gas in the renal area in emphysematous pyelonephritis or abscess and the typical mass
like calcification in end stage renal tuberculosis (Putty
kidney). Ultrasound (US) is the initial screening modality
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B

Figure 2 Acute pyelonephritis. A: CECT venous phase shows heterogeneous parenchymal enhancement with pelvic wall thickening (arrow); B: CECT delayed
phase shows alternating discrete rays of hyper and hypoattenuation (arrows) giving the appearance of a striated nephrogram. CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed
tomography.

A

B

Figure 3 Contrast-enhanced computed tomography shows acute pyelonephritis manifesting as a focal wedge shaped hypodensity with surrounding fat stranding as seen in right kidney (arrow).

RENAL ABSCESS
Renal and perinephric abscesses develop as a complication
of focal pyelonephritis or hematogenous infection. Early
abscess appears as a poorly marginated non-enhancing
area of decreased attenuation. A mature abscess shows
a sharply marginated, complex cystic mass with necrosis
and a peripheral enhancing rim[6]. US may show internal
echoes, septations and loculations (Figure 4). DW-MRI
can readily pick up abscesses showing restriction of diffusion (Figure 5). In a transplant patient DW-MRI has an
important role to play as contrast may be contraindicated
due to deranged renal parameters (Figure 6).

Figure 4 Mature abscess. A: US shows a complex cystic lesion with thick
walls in right kidney; B: CECT shows a sharply marginated area of low attenuation due to parenchymal necrosis with peripheral enhancing rim that suggest
a mature abscess. US: Ultrasonography; CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed
tomography.

PYONEPHROSIS

pyonephrosis as pyonephrosis tends to show restricted
diffusion (Figure 9)[7]. Contrast enhanced MRI may show
enhancement and wall thickening of the renal pelvis (Figure 10).

Pyonephrosis is pus collection in an obstructed collecting
system, the cause of obstruction being calculus, stricture, tumour or congenital anomaly. US shows dilated
pelvicalyceal system (PCS) with debris and fluid-fluid
levels within (Figure 7)[1]. On CT, high density of urine in
dilated PCS with contrast layering, parenchymal or perinephric inflammatory changes and thickening of pelvic
wall suggests infection (Figure 8). DW-MRI may have
an additional role in distinguishing hydronephrosis from
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B
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Figure 5 Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging. A: CECT of a diabetic middle aged male shows multiple peripherally enhancing lesions in bilateral
kidneys (arrows). B, C: DW-MRI (b = 1000) (B) and corresponding ADC maps (C) show that the lesions have restricted diffusion. Aspiration revealed the pyogenic nature of the abscess. There was excellent response to antibiotics. CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography; DW-MRI: Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance
imaging.

A

Figure 6 Acute pyelonephritis in transplant kidney.
A: USG of transplanted kidney in a 25 years old patient shows multiple hypoechoic lesions (arrowheads)
within the cortex and one large hypoechoic lesion
laterally (arrow); B: Coronal T2W MR shows multiple
hyperintensities (arrowheads) in the renal cortex and a
large well defined abscess (arrow) laterally suggestive
of acute pyelonephritis with abscess formation.

B

nephritis are presence of a central calculus, expansion of
the calices with hypodense material in a non-functioning
enlarged kidney and inflammatory changes in the perinephric fat. Atypical features include absence of calculi
(10%), focal instead of diffuse involvement (10%) and
renal atrophy instead of enlargement.

EMPHYSEMATOUS PYELONEPHRITIS
Emphysematous pyelonephritis is a life threatening,
necrotising infection with gas formation and is associated with diabetes mellitus or immunocompromised
state. The presence of gas is attributed to fermentation
by bacteria in the presence of high glucose levels[10]. USG
shows non-dependent echoes within the parenchyma and
collecting system with dirty shadowing. However, USG
is not sensitive to small amounts of gas (Figure 12). CT
is performed for evaluating severity, extent of disease,
parenchymal destruction, fluid collections and abscess
formation. It is divided into two forms depending on
severity and prognosis. Type 1 is the more severe type
with a mortality rate of 80%. It is characterised by severe
parenchymal destruction, intraparenchymal gas and paucity of pus collection (Figure 13). Type 2 is less common
and has a lower mortality rate of 20%. It has less parenchymal destruction and renal or perirenal fluid collections
(Figure 14). A comparison of the types of emphysema-

Figure 7 Ultrasonography shows hydronephrosis with echogenic debris
within suggestive of pyonephrosis.

E. coli and Proteus mirabilis infection affecting middle
aged females and children. Most (90%) of the affected
individuals have a staghorn calculus. Pathologically there
is replacement of renal parenchyma with foamy macrophages which appear as multiple hypoechoic masses on
sonography and as low attenuation rounded masses on
CT which represent dilated calyces and abscess cavities
(Figure 11) filled with pus and debris[8]. It can manifest
as either diffuse (80%) or focal (15%) forms which are
treated by nephrectomy and partial nephrectomy respectively[9]. Typical features of xanthogranulomatous pyelo-
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A

Figure 8 Pyonephrosis in duplex left kidney. Coronal
(A) and axial (B) sections of delayed phase CECT shows
left duplex kidney with obstruction and hydronephrosis of
lower moiety (arrow, A). Walls of the PCS shows thickening
and crescentic enhancement (arrowhead, B) suggesting
pyonephrosis. PCS: Pelvicalyceal system; CECT: Contrastenhanced computed tomography.

B

A

B

Figure 9 Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging at b = 1000 (A) and corresponding ADC map (B) show hydronephrosis with diffusion restriction
suggestive of pyonephrosis (arrows).

A

B

Figure 10 Axial sections of post gadolinium magnetic resonance imaging. A 42 years old male with right hydronephrosis, peripheral enhancement of dilated
pelvis (arrow, A) representing pyonephrosis along with a heterogeneously enhancing focal lesion in right kidney (arrow, B) suggestive of focal pyelonephritis.

Table 2 Emphysematous pyelonephritis

Parenchymal destruction
Fluid collection
Mortality
Treatment

TYPE 1 -33%

TYPE 2 -66%

Severe – streaky gas radiating from medulla to cortex with
crescent of subcapsular gas
None as the reduced immune response limits pus collection
80%
Nephrectomy

Less

50% of the affected patients are diabetics[10-12]. CT shows
gas within the dilated PCS and urinary bladder (Figure 15
A). Emphysematous cystitis shows an air fluid level in

tous pyelonephritis is presented in Table 2.
Emphysematous pyelitis is usually accompanied by
obstruction due to calculus, neoplasm or stricture and
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A

B

Figure 11 Xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis. A: USG shows enlarged kidney with parenchyma replaced with multiple hypoechoic masses (arrow, A) comprising
inflammatory exudate; B: Computed tomography shows multiple low-attenuation rounded masses, corresponding to either dilated calyces or focal areas of parenchymal destruction with a central staghorn calculus (arrow, B).

A

C

Figure 12 Emphysematous pyelonephritis. Ultrasonography shows dilated
calyces with echoes within pelvis and renal parenchyma with dirty shadowing.

the bladder lumen or linear streaks of air in the bladder
wall (Figure 15B). Before making a diagnosis of emphysematous cystitis, history of instrumentation must be
ruled out.
It is important to make the distinction between emphysematous pyelitis and pyelonephritis as the former is
a less aggressive infection and does not require nephrectomy. In pyelitis, air is limited to PCS while in pyelonephritis it enters the parenchyma.

Figure 13 Type 1 emphysematous pyelonephritis. A: Plain abdominal radiograph shows large amount of gas outlining the right kidney (arrow); B, C: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography axial (B) and coronal (C) images show
gas pockets and parenchymal destruction destroying and replacing almost the
entire right kidney. No perirenal collections are noted.

CHRONIC PYELONEPHRITIS
Chronic pyelonephritis may be caused by reflux of infected urine in childhood, recurrent infections or as a result of a remote single infection[13]. Imaging shows focal
polar scars with underlying calyceal distortion with global
atrophy and hypertrophy of residual tissue (Figure 16)[14].
Lobar infarcts can be differentiated by their lack of calyceal involvement. Fetal lobulations are differentiated by
depressions lying between calyces rather than overlying
calyces

dissemination. In half of the affected patients of genitourinary TB, there may be no lung involvement[15]. The
earliest finding in TB which can be picked up on Intravenous Urography (IVU) is caliectasis with a feathery contour, later appearing as a phantom calyx or a cavity communicating with a deformed calyx (Figure 17A). These
findings can also be picked up on CT. Over the course
of the disease, the granulomas coalesce forming mass
like lesions (tuberculoma) which may rupture into the
PCS[16]. Eventually as the disease evolves, fibrosis ensues
leading to infundibular stenosis. In the late stage, the kid-

TUBERCULOSIS
Renal tuberculosis (TB) may occur due to hematogenous
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Figure 17 Renal tuberculosis. A: Delayed CECT shows a cavitation at the
lower pole of right kidney communicating with the PCS. This finding is fairly typical
of GU TB. This adolescent male was a known case of pulmonary tuberculosis; B:
Plain abdominal radiograph in a different patient shows diffuse parenchymal calcification of right kidney suggestive endstage autonephrectomy or putty kidney; C:
Volume rendered technique image of delayed phase CECT shows a contracted
thimble bladder (arrowhead), hiked up right pelvis (arrow) and hydroureteronephrosis. This patient had acid fast bacilli cultured from urine. PCS: Pelvicalyceal
system; CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography; TB: Tuberculosis.

Figure 14 Type 2 Emphysematous pyelonephritis. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography shows extensive inflammatory changes in right kidney and
perinephric space with presence of gas within along with perirenal collection.
The patient responded to antibiotics and percutaneous drainage.

A

B

B

A

Figure 15 Emphysematous pyelitis and cystitis. A: Para-sagittal reformatted
CECT of a 42 years old diabetic lady showing air within dilated PCS with surrounding inflammatory changes; B: Axial CECT shows bladder wall thickening
and air within the bladder lumen. PCS: Pelvicalyceal system; CECT: Contrastenhanced computed tomography.

B

Figure 18 Disseminated hydatidosis. A: Coronal reformatted CECT of a 7
years old boy shows multiple hydatid cysts in lung (white arrowhead), liver (arrow) and right iliacus (black arrowhead); B: Axial CECT shows multiple liver (arrow) and renal hydatid cysts (arrowhead). CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed
tomography.

multiple diverticulae (Figure 17C).

PARASITIC INFECTION
Schistomiasis can appear in the acute phase as nodular
bladder wall thickening, later causing it to become contracted, fibrotic and thick walled with curvilinear calcifications. This chronic phase of schistosomiasis is considered
to be premalignant. Liver is the most common organ
involved by hydatid disease while renal involvement comprises only 5% of patients. Hydatid disease affecting the
kidney may appear as a unilocular or multilocular cystic
lesion(s) with or without peripheral calcification[17] (Figure
18). Occasionally on communication with the pelvicalyceal system (PCS) it may lead to hydatiduria.

Figure 16 Coronal contrast-enhanced computed tomography shows atrophic right kidney with multiple cortical scars overlying the dilated calyces.
This appearance is typical of chronic pyelonephritis.

ney either becomes calcified or shrunken (putty kidney)
(Figure 17B) or an enlarged sac with caseous material
(case cavernous type autonephrectomy). Ureteric involvement may manifest as wall thickening causing strictures
and shortening leading to a beaded appearance. Bladder
involvement results in a contracted thimble shape with
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Figure 19 Fungal infection. A: CECT shows liver, spleen and bilateral kidneys studded with small hypodense lesions in a 10 years old leukemia patient who was
proven to have Aspergillus infection on aspiration cytology. The patient also had lung involvement with contiguous cardiac thrombus (not shown); B, C: Nephrographic
(B) and delayed (C) phase CECT in a 26 years old aplastic anemia patient reveal a poorly enhancing, non-excreting left kidney with perinephric inflammation. Aorta
and left renal artery are almost completely occluded by a non-enhancing thrombus (arrow B). On delayed image (Figure C), patchy areas of enhancement (arrow)
noted in left kidney are characteristic of acute pyelonephritis. FNAC from the perirenal soft tissue revealed fungal hyphae and diagnosis of angioinvasive fungal infection (mucor) was made and Amphotericin B was started. However patient expired two days later. CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography.

A

neys and organs of the reticuloendothelial system[19].

B

EOSINOPHILIC CYSTITIS
Eosinophilic cystitis is a rare chronic inflammatory disease of urinary bladder due to eosinophil infiltration into
the bladder wall leading to fibrosis and muscle necrosis[20].
It clinically presents with hematuria, frequency and irritative symptoms. The mean age at diagnosis is 41.6 years
with an equal sex distribution[21].
On imaging, there is diffuse bladder wall thickening
which is often more than 10 mm with characteristic preservation of the mucosal line and enhancement on delayed
images (Figure 20)[22,23]. This entity is often confused with
a neoplastic etiology, therefore biopsy is essential. There
may be associated diffuse or segmental bowel wall thickening and hepatic nodules[22].

Figure 20 Eosinophilic cystitis. A 25 years old man who presented with
hematuria and worsening irritative symptoms over past one year. Clinical
suspicion was that of a bladder malignancy. A: Coronal reformatted CECT in
nephrographic phase shows diffuse mass like bladder wall thickening and irregularity with air specks in the wall. Mass like soft tissue is replacing entire
right kidney with perinephric spread; B: Delayed coronal CECT shows opacification of rectum through a fistulous communication (arrow). Note made of striated nephrogram in left kidney suggesting ongoing acute inflammatory process.
Biopsy revealed eosinophilic infiltration and fibrosis within the bladder wall with
no evidence of malignancy. CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography.

CONCLUSION
Over the years imaging modalities used for renal infections have evolved from USG and IVU to CT and MRI.
CT remains the mainstay in evaluation of inflammatory
disease of kidney and urinary bladder. Ultrasonography
forms an excellent screening tool for evaluation in the
emergency setting. An IVU continues to be invaluable
in some indications like tuberculosis. Upcoming role of
DW-MRI deserves mention in identifying abscesses and
differentiating pyonephrosis from hydronephrosis.

betes mellitus, haematological malignancy, HIV or other
immunocompromised status. The common fungal organisms are Candida and Aspergillus which may be acquired
by hematogenous or ascending urinary tract infection.
There is formation of multiple renal abscesses appearing
as hypoattenuating lesions with a striated nephrogram
signifying acute pyelonephritis (Figure 19A). There can
also be conglomeration of fungal hyphae and inflammatory cells into a fungal ball which appears as an irregular
filling defect in the collecting system[1]. Diagnosis requires
demonstration of fungi in tissues. Mucor is a rare organism which has a tendency to invade vessels and cause infarction with high mortality requiring combined surgical
and aggressive medical management to improve outcome
(Figure 19B, C)[18]. Pneumocystic carini infection in HIV
patients presents as diffuse punctate calcifications in kid-
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INTRODUCTION
The quality of radiation therapy depends on the ability
to maximize the tumor control probability (TCP) while
minimizing the normal tissue complication probability
(NTCP) at the same time. Since these two quantities are
directly dependent on the absorbed dose in the targets
and in the organs at risk (OARs) respectively, accurate
knowledge of dose distribution within the patient are
crucial in radiation therapy. International Commission on
Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)[1] has recommended an overall dose accuracy within 5%. Considering
the uncertainties resulting from patient setup, machine
calibration and dose calculation from treatment planning
systems, it is necessary to have a dose calculation algorithm that can predict dose distribution within 3% accuracy.
Accurate calculation of dose distribution in an inhomogeneous medium such as human body is a complicated task, especially for tumors located in the lung. To
date, only the Monte Carlo method is considered to be
the most accurate algorithm for dose calculation but it
requires the greatest processing time. Apart from Monte
Carlo method, all other methods make different degrees
of approximation and simplification which lead to much
faster calculation speed but also result in less accurate
dose distribution comparing with the Monte Carlo simu-

Abstract
The quality of radiation therapy depends on the ability to maximize the tumor control probability while
minimizing the normal tissue complication probability.
Both of these two quantities are directly related to the
accuracy of dose distributions calculated by treatment
planning systems. The commonly used dose calculation
algorithms in the treatment planning systems are reviewed in this work. The accuracy comparisons among
these algorithms are illustrated by summarizing the
highly cited research papers on this topic. Further, the
correlation between the algorithms and tumor control
probability/normal tissue complication probability values
are manifested by several recent studies from different
groups. All the cases demonstrate that dose calculation
algorithms play a vital role in radiation therapy.
© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Core tip: This paper is a review of the impact of current
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lation.
The purpose of this work is to review the effect of
dose calculation algorithms on the radiation therapy for
different disease sites and special focus is given for the
lung region. As mentioned in the American Association
of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Report No. 85[2], the
level of dose differences can be detected clinically. In
order to quantify the clinical effects, we review the works
on the correlation of dose calculation algorithms with
computed values of tumor control probability and normal tissue complication probability. The impact of the
accuracy of the algorithms is directly related to the quality of radiation therapy.

distribution calculation in patients, they are still used by
some treatment planning systems for a quick dose calculation to give the planner a rough idea about the absorbed
dose and by some dose verification systems to perform a
second independent check to catch the gross errors.
In type (2) methods, the model-based convolution/
superposition algorithms[9-13] are widely used in commercial radiotherapy treatment planning systems (TPSs),
which perform dose calculations with accuracies close to
the results of Monte Carlo simulation while taking much
less time. All convolution algorithms have two essential
components: one representing the energy imparted to
the medium by the interactions of primary photons,
called Terma (total energy released per unit mass) and
one representing the energy deposited about a primary
photon interaction site, the kernel. The kernel can be further separated into two parts: the primary kernel which
calculates the primary dose and the scatter kernel which
calculates the first and multiple scatter doses. The dose at
any point can be calculated from the convolution of the
Terma with the kernel. In order to account for tissue heterogeneities in a patient, kernel is scaled by radiological
distances which are calculated from the material densities
defined by CT images. Rigorously speaking, when the
scaled kernel is used, the process is not a convolution any
more since the kernel is not invariant in space and it is in
fact a superposition of varying kernels with the Terma.
The treatment planning systems that use the superposition algorithm include, for example, XiO (Elekta, Inc.).
Several variations of the convolution/superposition algorithms exist today and two typical and mostly used ones
are collapsed cone convolution (CCC) and pencil beam
convolution (PBC) techniques[4]. The collapsed cone convolution method uses a polyenergetic Terma and kernel,
where the kernel is represented analytically and expressed
in polar coordinates. There are a finite number of polar
angles with respect to the primary beam. The interaction site can be considered to be at the apex of a set of
radially directed lines spreading out in three dimensions.
Each line is considered to be the axis of a cone. The kernel along each line is actually the energy deposited within
the entire cone collapsed onto the line. The advantage of
the CCC method over standard convolution is that the
computation time increase with MN3 as opposed to N6,
where M is the number of cones and N is the number
of voxels along one side of the calculation volume. The
treatment planning systems that use the CCC method include, for example, Pinnacle (Philips, Inc.) and Oncentra
MasterPlan (Nucletron, Inc.). In the pencil beam convolution method, the dose deposited at a point is calculated
as a convolution of Terma with a pencil-shape-like kernel
which is derived from the measured beam data. The pencil-beam kernel describes the dose distribution of a very
narrow beam entering a water phantom along the beam’
s central axis. Inhomogeneity correction is performed
with an equivalent path length correction for the primary
dose contribution and a one-dimensional convolution
along fan lines for scattered radiation[14,15]. The anisotro-

DOSE CALCULATION ALGORITHMS
The Monte Carlo dose calculation method is considered
to be the most accurate algorithm and has always been
used as the generation of benchmark dose distribution
with which to compare the results of other less-computer-intensive dose calculation methods[3]. The Monte Carlo
method uses photon and electron transport physics to
consider the trajectories of individual particles and thus
the pattern of dose deposition. Each particle’s history is
determined by the random number generator and millions of particles’ histories are traced. The dose distribution is built by summing the energy deposition in each
particle’s history.
Apart from the Monte Carlo simulation, all other
commonly used dose calculation algorithms can be categorized into two groups[2,4,5]: (1) Methods based on equivalent path length (EPL)[6] scaling or equivalent tissue-air
ratio (ETAR)[7] for inhomogeneity corrections. In these
methods the changes in lateral transport of electrons
are not modeled; and (2) Methods based on convolution
techniques, in which the inhomogeneities are handled
either by an equivalent path length correction or scaled
kernels and the lateral electron transport is considered in
an approximate way. In this work, these two types of algorithms are referred to as type (1) and type (2) methods.
In type (1) methods, the equivalent path length correction is a one-dimensional method that takes into account
of electron density information along a ray path from the
source to the point in question. There are two methods:
ratio of tissue-air ratios (RTAR) method[2] and power law
method which is also referred as modified Batho method[8]. These methods correctly account for the change
in the attenuation of the primary dose but not in the
scatter contribution, thus result in an overestimation of
dose when the electron density is less than unity and an
underestimation when the electron density is greater than
unity. The equivalent tissue-air ratio method is a threedimensional correction method which is based on full
three-dimensional density information acquired from CT
images. This method applies a ray trace to determine the
change in the primary dose and calculate the scatter dose
based on the three-dimensional density data. Although
methods in type (1) do not perform an accurate dose
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pic analytical algorithm (AAA)[16,17] used by Eclipse TPS
(Varian Medical Systems) is based on the pencil beam
convolution technique. The AAA uses spatially variant
convolution scatter kernels which are derived from Monte Carlo simulation, and separate modeling for primary
photons, scattered photons, and contaminant electrons.
Inhomogeneity is handled with radiological scaling of the
dose deposition functions in the beamlet direction and
electron-density-based scaling of the photon scatter kernels in 16 lateral directions. The final doses are obtained
by superposing the doses from the photon and electron
convolutions[18,19]. The anisotropic analytical algorithm is
an attractive option for routine clinical use because of its
relatively short computation time and accuracy comparing with the Monte Carlo method.

methods, were used. This difference was not presented
for the higher energy, due to less scatter in the high energy beam. The dose to 95% of the PTV showed no significant change when moving from type (1) methods to type
(2) methods for both low and high energies. The ETAR
method of type (1) resulted in doses closer to that calculated with type (2) methods, due to the improved scatter
integration which took into account the 3D extension
of the volume more accurately. In the breast case, two
equally weighted opposed tangential beams were used.
The average PTV doses were decreased by 0.7% and 1.6%
for low and high energies, respectively, when comparing
type (1) with type (2) methods. In general, larger differences in dose calculation were found in high energy treatment due to the longer range of electrons, especially in
the low density lung tissues. In the pulmonary case, for 6
MV, the average dose per MU to the PTV was decreased
by 2.5% when the type (2) methods were used, compared
with that calculated with type (1) methods. Changing the
energy to high energies increased the difference to 3.7%.
The high dose volume within the PTV was decreased by
3.4% and 4.6%, moving from type (1) methods to type
(2) methods for low and high energies, respectively. This
implies that accurate tumor doses are different from the
doses predicted with those methods, and accurate tumor
doses needs to be predicted with advanced dose calculation algorithms, i.e., Monte Carlo algorithm. Thus the
algorithm directly affects the local control of tumors in
lung cancer. That is, less coverage for tumor is presented
when more realistic and accurate methods is used. This
paper and many other references[19-22] showed that the
dose calculation algorithms have a significant impact on
radiation therapy for lung cancer treatment.
Remarkable impact of dose calculation algorithms on
radiation therapy has been observed in the treatment of
lung cancer, when tissue density correction was taken into
account. Differences between dose calculations with and
without density corrections in the thoracic region have
been reported[23-28]. In Xiao et al[27]’s paper, a retrospective
dosimetric study was carried out based on the treatment
plans submitted to Radiation Therapy Oncology Group
(RTOG) 0236 clinical trials of non-small-cell lung cancer
(NSCLC) treatment with stereotactic body radiotherapy
(SBRT). The protocol required each institution to submit
two plans: one plan without heterogeneity correction
and one plan with heterogeneity correction, with identical MUs. In Xiao et al[27]’s study, the authors found that
the planning target volume receiving greater than 60 Gy
was decreased, on average, by 10.1% when heterogeneity
corrections were applied. The maximal dose to any point
greater than 2 cm away from the planning target volume
increased from 35.2 Gy to 38.5 Gy.
The impact of heterogeneity corrections of dose algorithms on target coverage in the SBRT lung treatment
was studied in more details in Ding et al[22]’s paper. The
dose calculations using four different algorithms were
compared with experimental measurements. The pencil
beam algorithm with no heterogeneity corrections (PB-

COMPARISON OF DOSE CALCULATION
ALGORITHMS AND THEIR CLINICAL
IMPACT
Comparisons of dose calculation algorithms for clinical
treatment disease sites have been studied in many references[4,19-21]. In this review, we first summarize the comparisons of dose calculation algorithms for four commonly treated disease sites, which demonstrate that dose
calculation algorithms that can calculate dose accurately
in inhomogeneous environment are essential for lung
tumor treatment. Then we focus on the dose calculation
algorithm for lung tumor treatment planning. Different
treatment techniques are discussed. Finally we show the
correlation of the algorithms with TCP/NTCP.
In Knöös et al[4]’s paper, the authors studied the performance of different dose calculation algorithms from
five commercial radiotherapy treatment planning systems
for four common treatment disease sites: prostate, head
and neck, breast and lung. The Monte Carlo algorithm
was used as a benchmark for comparison between different algorithms. Increasing the complexity from the
relatively homogeneous pelvic region to the very inhomogeneous lung region resulted in less accurate dose
distributions. Improvements in the accuracy of dose
calculation were observed when the methods taking into
account of volume scatter and changes in electron transport were used, that is, when type (2) algorithms were
used. That was especially important when the extension
of the irradiated volume was limited such as in the breast
case and when low densities were presented such as in
the lung case. In the prostate case, no significant differences were found in the results calculated with different
algorithms. For instance, when 6 MV was used, the dose
to 95% of the PTV was in a range of 96.2% to 100.3%
for all studied systems, with an average value of 98.2%.
Qualitatively, all the plans which were calculated with different methods, were very similar. The similar situation
existed in the head and neck case. The average dose per
monitor unit (MU) to the PTV was decreased by 1% for
the low energy if more accurate methods, i.e., type (2)
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Table 1 Calculated percent mean tumor control probability values (ranges in parentheses) for all algorithms as a function of
planning target volume volume
3

PTV bins (cm )

Mean PTV volume
3
(range, cm )

n

4 ≤ v < 10
10 ≤ v < 20
20 ≤ v < 30
30 ≤ v < 40
40 ≤ v < 60
60 ≤ v < 100
V ≥ 100

7.8 (4.8-9.9)
15.0 (10.4-19.8)
24.3 (20.4-29.6)
34.9 (30.2-39.8)
47.3 (40.2-58.4)
78.0 (60.4-95.9)
162.4 (100.5-360.2)

15
27
29
18
17
16
11

EPL-1D
100.0 (100-100)
100.0 (99.8-100)
98.5 (99.8-100)
99.8 (97.4-100)
99.5 (93.1-100)
99.5 (95.6-100)
99.2 (96.1-99.9)

EPL-3D

AAA

99.9 (99.6-100)
99.9 (99.5-100)
98.9 (77.6-100)
99.6 (98.2-100)
99.1 (95.6-100)
99.0 (95.8-100)
98.7 (95.0-100)

93.1 (76.3-99.8)
91.3 (61.7-100)
92.7 (74.9-99.9)
92.0 (63.4-99.9)
92.6 (78.6-99.9)
92.7 (70.7-99.8)
96.3 (89.9-100)

CCC
91.3 (63.0-99.9)
91.3 (50.4-100)
90.5 (46.4-99.9)
92.1 (69.7-99.9)
91.4 (64.4-99.9)
92.8 (66.2-99.9)
95.6 (91.6-99.8)

Acuros
91.8 (60.8-99.8)
91.4 (65.4-99.9)
90.9 (65.1-99.9)
90.9 (61.6-99.8)
93.6 (77.6-99.9)
93.4 (70.4-99.8)
95.3 (83.0-99.9)

MC
90.5 (51.1-99.9)
91.1 (53.2-100)
91.1 (48.4-99.9)
92.4 (56.3-99.9)
92.3 (63.6-99.9)
94.7 (74.6-99.9)
97.1 (88.8-99.9)

PTV: Planning target volume; EPL-1D: 1-D equivalent path-length (pencil beam-type); EPL-3D: 3-D equivalent-path-length (pencil beam-type); AAA:
Anisotropic analytical algorithm; CCC: Collapsed cone convolution-superposition; Acuros: Acuros AXB; MC: Monte Carlo. (Cited from Chetty et al[30] 2013).

NC) and with modified Batho heterogeneity corrections
(PB-MB), the anisotropic analytical algorithm (AAA)
and Monte Carlo simulation were investigated in ten patients’ treatment planning. The plans included 8-10 nonopposed photon beams and 2-4 of the beams were noncoplanar. The field sizes ranged from 3.5 cm × 3.5 cm to
6 cm × 6 cm with the mean value close to 4 cm × 4 cm.
The mixed 6 and 10 MV energies were used. The authors
found that the differences in calculated doses to 95%
or 99% of the PTV, between calculations using the PBNC and the AAA, were within 10% of prescribed dose.
Compared to that calculated with the AAA, the minimum
doses to 95% of PTV calculated using the PB-MB were
overestimated by up to 40% of the prescribed dose. The
calculated maximum doses were underestimated by up
to 27% using the PB-NC and overestimated by 19% using the PB-MB. The dose distributions near the interface
calculated with the AAA agreed with those from Monte
Carlo calculations and the measurements.
The above publications demonstrated the impact
of dose calculation algorithms on the lung cancer treatment. These comparisons were mainly between type (1)
and type (2) methods. The direct comparisons between
type (2) algorithms and Monte Carlo simulation have also
been done extensively. For instance, in Vanderstraeten
et al[20]’s study [21], the authors compared the accuracy
between Monte Carlo, convolution/superposition, and
pencil beam dose calculations for intensity modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT) of lung cancer, and they found
that the convolution/superposition methods showed an
excellent agreement with Monte Carlo method for dose
calculation within the target structures, whereas the best
agreement in OAR doses was found between collapsed
cone convolution model and Monte Carlo simulation.
Results from pencil beam algorithm were unsatisfying for
both target and OARs. In Li et al[28]’s paper, the authors
compared superposition algorithm with Monte Carlo
method for SBRT non-small-cell lung cancer treatment
and they found that the important dosimetric parameter
R50 (ratio of 50% prescription isodose volume to PTV)
recommended by RTOG 0813 protocol had 12% difference on average between superposition and Monte Carlo
calculations.
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All these research studies have demonstrated that
for dose calculation in lung region the advanced type (2)
methods are necessary, and the collapsed cone convolution algorithm and anisotropic analytical algorithm are
appropriate options for their relative accurate calculation
results compared with the Monte Carlo method.
In the above, we have discussed that the different
dose calculation algorithms could give different levels
of dose distribution accuracy. Further we will discuss
that this different levels of accuracy could be detected
clinically, which affect the quality of radiotherapy. The
American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
Report No. 85[2] on tissue inhomogeneity corrections
mentioned that a 5% change in dose may result in a significant change in tumor control probability (TCP) and
normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCP). In this
report, the authors mentioned two examples[29]: A 7% difference in dose delivered to different groups of patients
was discovered by a radiation oncologist; and two experiences from the Institut Gustave Roussy, which were
related to tumor regression and normal tissue reactions,
respectively.
Although it is still a relative new topic, the correlation between dose algorithms and local control, TCP and
NTCP, has already been investigated by several groups
and more research is expected to be done in the future.
In Chetty et al[30]’s study, 133 NSCLC patients with stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR)-based treatment
were chosen for the correlation study. The correctionbased pencil-beam algorithm, model-based convolution/
superposition algorithm, and Monte Carlo algorithm
were applied for dose calculation. TCP was computed
using the Marsden[31,32] model and associations between
dose and outcome were inferred. The authors found that
model-based mean TCP’s were approximately 8%-9%,
6%-8%, and 3%-5% lower than those of correctionbased algorithms for volumes < 60, 60-100, and > 100
cm3, respectively, when the same treatment arrangement
were applied. This was because that the advanced type
(2) methods simulated the dose deposition physics in a
more realistic way than that type (1) methods. Further,
the maximum decrement in Monte Carlo-based TCP was
about 50% for volumes < 30 cm3. Variation in TCP rang-
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Table 2 Relative differences calculated as (without-with)/with density corrections using each algorithm
Eclipse AAA

OTP CC

Pinnacle CC

XiO Sup

OTP PB

XiO FFT

-0.29
-0.19
-0.08
-0.06

-0.2
-0.13
-0.05
-0.06

-0.22
-0.12
-0.05
-0.04

-0.25
-0.15
-0.06
-0.03

-0.36
-0.23
-0.09
-0.05

-0.45
-0.3
-0.13
-0.07

-0.19
-0.06
-0.11

-0.15
-0.05
-0.1

-0.15
-0.05
-0.1

-0.13
-0.05
-0.08

-0.17
-0.06
-0.08

-0.21
-0.09
-0.13

-0.06
-0.05
-0.07

-0.05
-0.05
-0.04

-0.05
-0.04
-0.05

-0.05
-0.04
-0.05

-0.13
-0.1
-0.14

-0.1
-0.11
-0.09

-0.07
-0.07
-0.07

-0.06
-0.07
-0.06

-0.06
-0.06
-0.06

-0.06
-0.06
-0.06

-0.08
-0.09
-0.07

-0.1
-0.11
-0.1

Combined lungs
NTCPBurman
NTCPSeppenwoolde
Mean dose
V20
Heart
NTCP
Mean dose
V50
PTV
Mean dose
D01
D99
GTV
Mean dose
D01
D99

Negative results indicate lower values when no density corrections are included. Eclipse AAA: Eclipse Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm; OTP CC: Oncentra MasterPlan Collapsed Cone algorithm; Pinnacle CC: Pinnacle Collapsed Cone algorithm; XiO Sup: XiO Multigrid Superposition algorithm; OTP PB:
Oncentra MasterPlan Pencil Beam algorithm; XiO FFT: XiO Fast Fourier Transform Convolution algorithm. (Cited from Nielsen et al[34] 2011).

Table 3 Clinical impact of dose calculation algorithms
Ref.

Tumor site/technique Algorithms studied
[34]

Nielsen et al , 2011

NSCLC

Chandrasekaran et
al[38], 2011

Lung/3DCRT,SBRT

Liu et al[39], 2013

Lung/SABR

Bufacchi et al[33], 2013 Prostate, HN, Lung,
Breast /3DCRT
Chetty et al[30], 2013
NSCLC/SABR

Results/conclusion

Eclipse AAA OTP CC
Pinnacle CC XiO Sup OTP
PB XiO FFT
PBC, Eclipse AAA, Pinnacle
CCC, Masterplan PBC and
CCC
EPL, MC

PBC, AAA
EPL-1D, EPL-3D, AAA,
CCC, Acuros, MC

Differences in dose to target predicted by the different algorithms are of a
magnitude. Calculated NTCP values for pneumonitis are more sensitive to
the choice of algorithm than mean lung dose and V20
PBC yielded higher TCP in comparison with other algorithms. For small
tumor, TCP was overestimated by 4%-13% by PBC; for large tumor, there
was an increase of up to 6%-22%
EPL overestimates dose by amounts that substantially decrease TCP
in a large proportion. Compared with MC, prescribing based on EPL
translated to a median TCP decrement of 4.3% (range, 1.2%-37%) and a > 5%
decrement in 46% of tumors
NTCP calculated with AAA was lower than the NTCP calculated with PBC,
except for the breast treatments
Average TCP decrements (5%-10%, ranging up to approximately 50%) were
observed with model-based algorithms relative to the EPL-based methods

Eclipse AAA: Eclipse Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm; OTP CC: Oncentra MasterPlan Collapsed Cone algorithm; Pinnacle CC: Pinnacle Collapsed Cone
algorithm; XiO Sup: XiO Multigrid Superposition algorithm; OTP PB: Oncentra MasterPlan Pencil Beam algorithm; XiO FFT: XiO Fast Fourier Transform
Convolution algorithm; EPL: Equivalent path length; MC: Monte Carlo.

es among model-based algorithms is due to the differences in the PTV minimum doses observed in the dosevolume histograms which were the direct products of
the calculation algorithms. Though these differences did
not have a significant effect on the PTV D95, they had a
strong impact on the TCP. The results implied that more
advanced algorithms are essential to assess the quality
of the treatment clinically in the more realistic way. The
detailed results of the percent mean tumor control probability (TCP) values for all algorithms as a function of
PTV volume are cited and listed in Table 1.
In Bufacchi et al[33]’s study, the focus was shifted to the
clinical implication of algorithms on NTCP models for
four tumor sites: prostate, head and neck, breast and lung.
The pencil beam convolution and anisotropic analytical
algorithm were used for 80 treatment plans. The authors

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

found that when the original PBC treatment plans were
recalculated using AAA with the same number of monitor units, the NTCP became lower, except for the breast
treatments. Further the authors concluded that this difference in NTCP between PBC and AAA treatment
plans could be clinically significant. In Nielsen et al[34]’s
paper, the study was specifically focused on the influence
of dose calculation algorithms on NTCP in NSCLC patients. Six dose algorithms from four different treatment
planning systems were investigated: Eclipse AAA, Oncentra MasterPlan Collapsed Cone and Pencil Beam, Pinnacle Collapsed Cone, and XiO Multigrid Superposition
and Fast Fourier Transform Convolution. NTCP values
for heart and lungs were calculated using the relative seriality model[35] and the LKB model[36,37], respectively. The
authors found that the influence of density correction on
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the NTCP values depended on the dose calculation algorithms and the NTCP model parameter set. Compared to
mean lung dose (MLD) and V20, the calculated NTCP
values for pneumonitis were more sensitive to the calculation algorithms. All these implied that for plan evaluation
the algorithms play an extremely important role and the
dosimetric parameters such as MLD and V20 might not
be sensitive enough for the assessment. The differences
of the quantities calculated with and without density correction using each algorithm are cited and listed in Table 2.
To summarize, we list the clinical impact of dose calculation algorithms in Table 3. Five references[30,33,34,38,39]
with their results and conclusions are summarized.

8

9
10
11
12

CONCLUSION

13

In this study we reviewed the commonly used dose calculation algorithms: correction-based type (1) methods and
model-based type (2) methods. The calculation accuracy
of different algorithms illustrated by several studies was
summarized. Special focus was given to dose calculation
comparison in the lung region. All the research studies
demonstrated that for dose calculation in lung region, the
advanced type (2) methods are necessary. Further, the
accuracy of dose calculation algorithms was correlated
to the quantities of TCP/NTCP, and the connection between the algorithms and clinical impact was established.
The clinically related TCP/NTCP values are sensitive to
the accuracy of dose algorithms. In conclusion, dose calculation algorithms play a vital role in radiation therapy.
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disability; 20%-40%, moderate disability; 40%-60%,
severe disability; 60%-80%, crippled; 80%-100%,
patients are bedbound. Spearman’s coefficient of rank
correlation was used for statistical analysis, with significance set at P < 0.05.
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RESULTS: In total 2364 facet joints at lumbar levels L4/5 and L5/S1 were analysed in 591 individuals.
FJOA was present in 97% (L4/L5) and 98% (L5/S1).
At level L4/5 (left/right) 17/15 (2.9%/2.5%) were
described as grade 0, 146/147 (24.7%/24.9%) as
grade 1, 290/302 (49.1%/51.1%) as grade 2 and
138/127 (23.4%/21.5%) as grade 3. At level L5/
S1 (left/right) 10/11 (1.7%/1.9%) were described
as grade 0, 136/136 (23.0%/23.0%) as grade 1,
318/325 (53.8%/55.0%) as grade 2 and 127/119
(21.5%/20.1%) as grade 3. Regarding the ODI scores,
patients’ disability had a minimum of 0% and a maximum of 91.11% with an arithmetic mean of 32.77%
± 17.02%. The majority of patients (48.39%) had
moderate functional disability (21%-40%). There was
no significant correlation between FJOA and ODI on
both sides of lumbar level L4/5 and on the left side of
lumbar level L5/S1. A weak positive correlation was
evaluated between ODI and FJOA on the right side of
lumbar level L5/S1.

Abstract
AIM: To investigate the correlation of facet joint osteoarthritis (FJOA) at lumbar levels L4/L5 and L5/S1 and
the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI).

CONCLUSION: The missing correlation of FJOA and
ODI confirms our clinical experience that imaging alone
is an insufficient approach explaining low back pain.
Clinical correlation is imperative for an adequate diagnostic advance in patients with low back pain.

METHODS: The study involved lumbar MRIs of 591
patients with a mean age of 47.3 years. The MRIs of
the lumbar spine were performed on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Magnetom® Avanto, Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) using a dedicated receive only spine coil. After
initial blinding, each dataset was evaluated by 2 board
certified radiologist with more than 5 years experience in musculoskeletal imaging. In total 2364 facet
joints were graded. Degenerative changes of the facet
joints were evaluated according to the 4-point scale
as proposed by Weishaupt et al Functional status was
assessed using the ODI. The index is scored from 0
to 100 and interpreted as follows: 0%-20%, minimal
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Core tip: Together with secondary disorders facet joint
osteoarthritis (FJOA) sets a big burden on health care
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with a mean age of 47.3 years (range 12-92 years).

systems and economics of the western countries. Although FJOA is a common finding on lumbar magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), valid data with regard to
correlation with clinical pain scores is missing. The
presented study assesses the relationship between
increasing grades of FJOA and the Oswestry Disability
Score in a large cohort of lumbar MRIs. The results
show a weak positive correlation between ODI and
FJOA, proving the importance of an adequate clinical
approach in patients with low back pain.

Imaging technique
The MRIs of the lumbar spine were performed on a 1.5
Tesla scanner (Magnetom® Avanto, Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) using a dedicated receive only spine coil.
The imaging protocol included sagittal T2-weighted fast
spin-echo images (TR 2850, TE 102) with the following
parameters: matrix 512, field of view 300 mm, slice thickness 4 mm, interslice gap 10%, number of excitations 2;
axial T2-weighted fast spin-echo images (TR 3550, TE
90) with the following parameters: matrix 448; field of
view 210 mm; slice thickness 4 mm; interslice gap 10%,
number of excitations 2.

Maataoui A, Vogl TJ, Middendorp M, Kafchitsas K, Khan MF.
Association between facet joint osteoarthritis and the Oswestry
Disability Index. World J Radiol 2014; 6(11): 881-885 Available
from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i11/881.
htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i11.881

Image evaluation
After initial blinding each dataset was evaluated by two
authors (Adel Maataoui and M Fawad Khan), both board
certified radiologists with more than 5 years experience in
musculoskeletal imaging, in consensus. Since degenerative
changes occur most often and earlier in the two lowest
motion segments[7], the readers were asked to grade the
facet joints at lumbar levels L4/5 and L5/S1, respectively.
In total 2364 facet joints were graded.
The facet joints were evaluated according to the 4-point
(Grade 0 to Grade Ⅲ) scale as proposed by Weishaupt
et al[5]: A normal joint space (2-4 mm width) without
evidence of osteophytes, hypertrophy of the articular
process, subarticular bone erosions or subchondral cysts
represented Grade I, while incremental existance of these
parameters lead to a higher grade (Figure 1).

INTRODUCTION
Facet joint osteoarthritis (FJOA) is well known as a cause
of low back and lower extremity pain[1-3]. Together with
secondary disorders it sets a big burden on health care
systems and economics of the western countries[4]. Due
to its more precise demonstration of bony details computed tomography (CT) often is the preferred modality
in the evaluation of FJOA. Weishaupt et al[5] evaluated
the significance of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
in comparison to CT using an established 4-point scale.
They found that the interobserver agreement for grading
FJOA was moderate for CT and MRI imaging whereas
intraobserver agreement was good. Assumed differences
of one grade are disregarded, interobserver agreement
between both modalities becomes even excellent. In summary, the authors conclude that an additional CT scan
is not required in the presence of an MRI examination.
The Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) is the most commonly used measure to quantify disability for low back
pain[6]. The patient questionnaire contains ten questions
concerning the patient’s ability to cope with everyday life.
The aim of the presented study was the assessment of a
relationship between ODI scores and increasing grades
of FJOA in a large cohort of lumbar MRIs.

ODI
Functional status was assessed using the ODI. Before the
examination the supervising physician filled the standardized questionnaire together with the patient. Among
questions about the intensity of pain, ability of lifting,
ability to care for oneself, ability to walk, ability to sit,
ability to stand, social life, sleep quality, and ability to
travel are prompted. The index is scored from 0 to 100
and interpreted as follows: 0%-20%, minimal disability;
20%-40 %, moderate disability; 40%-60%, severe disability; 60%-80%, crippled; 80%-100%, patients are bedbound. Due to ethical aspects the question about sexual
function was excluded.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using the BIAS software package (Epsilon publisher, Frankfurt a. M., Germany, http://www.bias-online.de). For statistical analysis
Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation and Student’
s t-test were used. In all statistical analysis P < 0.05 was
considered significant.

Study participants
Ethical committee approval was obtained for the study. The
indications for MR imaging were suspected disc herniation
and facet joint degeneration, respectively. The MRI scans
of the lumbar spine were collected over a period of 12 mo
in an outpatient setup. Each patient included in the study
had a prior history of lower back pain without history of
spinal surgery. Patients with proven disc herniation, spinal
stenosis, scoliosis and evidence of vertebral fractures were
also excluded from the study. Finally, the study involved
lumbar MRIs of 591 patients (264 men and 327 women)
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RESULTS
Grades of FJOA in the study population
In total 2364 facet joints at lumbar levels L4/5 and L5/
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A

B

C

D

Figure 1 (A-D) Grading system of facet joint osteoarthritis
in T2-weighted imaging according to Weishaupt et al[5].
Grade 0: Homogenous cartilage and normal (2-4 mm) joint
space width; Grade I: Narrowing of the joint space and small
osteophytes; Grade II: Narrowing of the joint space, moderate
osteophytes and/or subchondral erosions; Grade III: Narrowing
of the joint space, large osteophytes and subchondral erosion/
cysts.

± 21.57%, 31.98% ± 17.16%, 33.24% ± 16.72% and
33.09% ± 17.00%, respectively. The mean ODI scores
for FJOA grade 0, 1, 2 and 3 for the right side of lumbar segment L4/5 were 24.44% ± 21.20%, 32.00% ±
16.69%, 33.45% ± 16.93% and 33.04% ± 16.00%, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the results. For grade 0 to
2 of FJOA a discrete but continuous rise of ODI score
was detectable. A statistically significant difference between the grade of disability (ODI score) and all grades
of FJOA of both sides on lumbar level L5/S1 was not
evident.
The mean ODI scores for FJOA grade 0, 1, 2 and 3
on the left side of lumbar segment L5/S1 were 31.56%
± 17.05%, 31.85% ± 18.64%, 32.25% ± 15.75% and
35.17% ± 18.22%, respectively. The mean ODI scores
for FJOA grade 0, 1, 2 and 3 for the right side of lumbar segment L5/S1 were 25.86% ± 12.81%, 31.26% ±
17.44%, 32.53% ± 16.38% and 35.80% ± 18.27%, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the results. With increasing grade of FJOA a discrete but continuous rise of ODI
score was detectable. A statistically significant difference
between the grade of disability (ODI score) and the
grade of FJOA of both sides on lumbar level L5/S1 was
not evident.

Table 1 Grades of facet joint arthritis for lumbar levels L4/5
and L5/S1 n (%)
Lumbar level
L4/5 left
L4/5 right
L5/S1 left
L5/S1 right

Grades
0

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

17 (2.9)
15 (2.5)
10 (1.7)
11 (1.9)

146 (24.7)
147 (24.9)
136 (23.0)
136 (23.0)

290 (49.1)
302 (51.1)
318 (53.8)
325 (55.0)

138 (23.4)
127 (21.5)
127 (21.5)
119 (20.1)

S1 were analysed in 591 individuals. FJOA was present in
97% (L4/L5) and 98% (L5/S1). Table 1 summarizes the
results.
At level L4/5 (left/right) 17/15 (2.9%/2.5%) were
described as grade 0, 146/147 (24.7%/24.9%) as grade
1, 290/302 (49.1%/51.1%) as grade 2 and 138/127
(23.4%/21.5%) as grade 3.
At level L5/S1 (left/right) 10/11 (1.7%/1.9%) were
described as grade 0, 136/136 (23.0%/23.0%) as grade
1, 318/325 (53.8%/55.0%) as grade 2 and 127/119
(21.5%/20.1%) as grade 3.
Function score as assessed by ODI
Regarding the ODI scores, patients’ disability had a minimum of 0% and a maximum of 91.11% with an arithmetic mean of 32.77% ± 17.02%. There was no statistical
difference between the grade of disability in men (31.39%
± 16.72%) and women (33.89% ± 17.21%). The majority
of patients (48.39%) had moderate functional disability
(21%-40%).
The mean ODI scores for FJOA grade 0, 1, 2 and 3
on the left side of lumbar segment L4/5 were 29.02%
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Correlation of ODI and FJOA
There was no significant correlation between FJOA and
ODI on both sides of lumbar level L4/5 and on the left
side of lumbar level L5/S1: ODI and FJOA left: rho <
0.035, P < 0.371; ODI and FJOA right: rho < 0.052, P <
0.186; ODI and FJOA left: rho < 0.051, P < 0.196.
A weak positive correlation was evaluated between
ODI and FJOA on the right side of lumbar level L5/S1:
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Table 2 Oswestry Disability Index scores (%) in correlation to facet joint osteoarthritis (grade 0- III)
Lumbar level
L4/5 left
L4/5 right
L5/S1 left
L5/S1 right

Grade FJOA
0

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

29.02 ± 21.57
24.44 ± 21.20
31.56 ± 17.05
25.86 ± 12.81

31.98 ± 17.16
32.00 ± 16.69
31.85 ± 18.64
31.26 ± 17.44

33.24 ± 16.72
33.45 ± 16.93
32.25 ± 15.75
32.53 ± 16.38

33.09 ± 17.00
33.04 ± 16.00
35.17 ± 18.22
35.80 ± 18.27

FJOA: Facet joint arthritis.

rence[14]. Additionally, functional disability was measured
using the ODI. They found no significant correlation
between the morphological severity of osteoarthritis and
ODI scores. A major limitation of the mentioned studies is the fact that degenerative changes of the cervical
and lumbar spine were graded on plain film radiographs,
which are because of superposition of limited diagnostic
value. Additionally, severity of degeneration of intervertebral discs as well as of facet joints was taken into account for scoring. As already mentioned nearly all-lumbar
structures are possible sources of low back pain, so that
an isolated contemplation of anatomic structures (facet
joint, intervertebral disc) and their degenerative changes
with regard to clinical importance is necessary. Therefore
in the presented study we correlated degenerative changes
of the facet joints at lumbar levels L4/5 and L5/S1 with
the ODI. The results of this study demonstrate that only
for the right-sided facet joints of lumbar level L5/S1
there was a weak correlation between signs of degeneration and clinical disability scores as evaluated by ODI.
Taking into account that a huge majority of patients of
all ages show degenerative changes of facet joints in the
lower motion segments of the lumbar spine, these results
should be considered in the future evaluation of lumbar
MRIs. In the presence of other degenerative changes
like intervertebral disc degeneration, osteochondrosis
or Morbus Baastrup the finding of FJOA shouldn’t be
considered evidentiary as the cause of LBP. In fact, the
presented results seem to prove that chronic LBP is a
multifactorial disorder, which cannot be explained with a
constricted view on one lumbar compartment.
MRI reliably detects age-dependent FJOA of the
lumbar spine. Our data revealed no correlation between
ODI and FJOA on both sides of lumbar level L4/5 and
on the left side of lumbar level L5/S1, while only a weak
positive correlation on the right side of lumbar level L5/
S1 was evaluated. These findings support the demand,
that clinical correlation of apparently explicit imaging
findings is not an adjunct only but imperative for an adequate clinical approach in patients suffering from low
back pain.

Rho < 0.084, P < 0.035.

DISCUSSION
Low back pain is a widely spread musculoskeletal disorder in all ages worldwide. The annual prevalence between
25% and 60% makes it a frequent cause of limitation of
activity in people younger than 50 years. Furthermore,
up to 85% of all people have back pain at some time in
life[8]. Despite modern imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging, for a large proportion of patients with low back pain, it remains difficult to provide a
specific diagnosis[9]. The fact that nearly all-lumbar structures are possible sources of low back pain, may serve as
a possible explanation[10].
FJOA is a common imaging finding and has been suggested as a major cause of low back and lower extremity
pain[1,2]. Since the facet joints are the only synovial joints
in the spine with hyaline cartilage overlying subchondral
bone, a synovial membrane and a joint capsule, they develop degenerative changes that are equivalent to other
peripheral joints. Different studies reported contradicting
results about the prevalence of FJOA at lumbar levels.
Kalichman et al[11] reported that FJOA is more prevalent
at L4/5 (45.1%) followed by L5/S1 (38.2%) and L3/4
(30.6%) whereas Abbas et al[12] describe a different descending order: L5/S1 (55%), L4/5 (27%) and L3/4
(16%). Additionally, Abbas et al[12] describe that FJOA is
an age dependant phenomenon, which increases cephalocaudally, whereas they found no correlation of FJOA
with sex or the Body mass index[12]. For the assessment
of FJOA we applied the 4-point scale as proposed by
Weishaupt et al[5]. Assuming that grade I changes already
represent mild degenerative changes, nearly all patients in
our study group showed degenerative alterations of the
facet joints. Overall in our study population 97% (L4/5)
and 98% (L5/S1) of the examined articulations revealed
degenerative changes.
In their cross-sectional study Marchiori et al[13] correlated radiographic findings of spinal degeneration of
the cervical spine with neck pain and disability in 700
patients[13]. They found that women report higher disability with increasing levels of degeneration while no
relation was evident for men. The group of Ashraf et
al[14] presents similar results. In 150 patients they classified
degenerative changes of the lumbar spine on lateral radiographs according to the criteria of Kellgren and Law-
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Despite modern imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging, it
remains difficult to provide a specific diagnosis for a large proportion of patients
with low back pain. The fact that nearly all lumbar structures are possible
sources of low back pain, may serve as a possible explanation.
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The results of the presented study demonstrate that there exists only a weak
correlation between signs of degeneration and clinical disability scores as
evaluated by the Oswestry Disability Index. Taking into account that a huge
majority of patients of all ages show degenerative changes of facet joints in the
lower motion segments of the lumbar spine, these results should be considered
in the future evaluation of lumbar MRIs.
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With above mentioned innovations in mind, the presence of other degenerative changes like intervertebral disc degeneration, osteochondrosis or Morbus
Baastrup the finding of facet joint osteoarthritis shouldn’t be considered evidentiary as the cause of low back pain.
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Since the facet joints are the only synovial joints in the spine with hyaline cartilage overlying subchondral bone, a synovial membrane and a joint capsule,
they develop degenerative changes that are equivalent to other peripheral
joints. The Oswestry Disability Index is the most commonly used measure to
quantify disability for low back pain. The patient questionnaire contains ten
questions concerning the patient’s ability to cope with everyday life.
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CASE REPORT

Truncus arteriosus: Diagnosis with dual-source computed
tomography angiography and low radiation dose
Mustafa Koplay, Derya Cimen, Mesut Sivri, Osman Güvenc, Derya Arslan, Alaaddin Nayman, Bulent Oran
discuss that low dose dual-source cardiac computed
tomography has more advantages than other imaging
methods and it is an important modality for assessment
of patients with conotruncal anomalies such as truncusarteriosus.
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INTRODUCTION

Abstract

Truncus arteriosus is an uncommon congenital cardiac
abnormality which is characterized by a single arterial trunk
origin from the ventricle which occurs due to the failure
of conotruncalseptation during development of the fetus. It occurs in approximately 2% of all congenital cardiac anomalies and it is seen higher in males than females[1].
This arterial trunk enables systemic, pulmonary, and coronary circulation. In general, the common trunk is combined with a large, sub arterial ventricular septal defect
(VSD) of infundibular type to providethe completion
of circulatory flow circuit[2]. Less often, it may originate
completely right or left ventricle[3]. Several different abnormalities are described with truncusarteriosus that lead
to differences in diagnosis and treatment such as the interruption of aortic arch, structural abnormalities of the
truncal valve, coronary artery abnormalities, and much
more rarely, right aortic arch, double aortic arch, left superior vena cava, secundum atrial septal defect (ASD),
aberrant subclavian artery and complete atrioventricular
septal defect. Prenatal ultrasound, echocardiography,
catheter cardiac angiography, computerized tomography
(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used

Truncus arteriosus is an uncommon congenital cardiac
abnormality which is characterized by a single arterial
trunk origin from the heart that supplies both the systemic, pulmonary and coronary circulation. We present
a preterm newborn female patient with type 2 truncusarteriosus, left superior vena cava and aberrant subclavian artery diagnosed with low dose dual-source cardiac computed tomography (CT). We discuss that low
dose dual-source cardiac CT has more advantages than
other imaging methods and it is an important modality
for assessment of patients with conotruncal anomalies
such as truncusarteriosus.
© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Key words: Truncusarteriosus; Type 2; Dual-source
computed tomography; Angiography; Radiation dose
Core tip: Truncus arteriosus is an uncommon congenital
cardiac abnormality which is characterized by a single
arterial trunk origin from the heart that supplies both
the systemic, pulmonary and coronary circulation. We
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for diagnosis of congenital cardiovascular diseases[4]. The
purpose of this study was to present a case of TA arising
from completely right ventricle with left superior vena
cava and aberrant subclavian artery and to describe the
advantages of low dose dual-source CT angiography in
diagnosis.

was calculated as 0.39 mSv.

DISCUSSION
Truncus arteriosus is a major conotruncal anomaly such as
the Fallot tetralogy, double-outlet right ventricle, transposition of the great vessels and interrupted arcus aorta. It is
related with chromosome 22q11 deletion and DiGeorge
syndrome. Two classifications have been identified: one
by Collett and Edwards in 1949 and the other one by Van
Praagh[4] in 1965. There are four types of truncus arteriosus based on the branching pattern of pulmonary artery
in each classification system. In Collets and Edwards classification, there is a single pulmonary trunk which origins
from the left lateral aspect of the common trunk and pulmonary trunk was divided into right and left pulmonary
arteries in type 1. In type 2, pulmonary trunk is absent and
right and left pulmonary arterial branches origin from the
posterolateral aspect of the common arterial trunk as in
our case. Type 3, left and right pulmonary arteries origin
from the left and right lateral aspects of the trunk. Type
4, major aorta-pulmonary collateral arteries enables pulmonary blood flow. Van Praagh classification is nearly the
same the classification of Collett and Edwards. There are
some similar differences.
In diagnosis, chest radiography may be the first simplest technique to show cardiomegaly and increased pulmonary vascular markings. However, it usually does not
provide detailed diagnosis.
Echocardiography is a basic, rapid, non-radiating and
non-invasive method for the diagnosis of TA. It may lead
to determine hemodynamics. However, there are some
limitations of echocardiography such as a small field of
view (FOV) and an acoustic window. Also it is operatordependent and the image quality is less in geriatric patients. It is also inadequate for visualization of anomalous
vessel anatomy, origin and branching of arterial trunk,
other associated anomalies with TA, and extra cardiacstructures[5].
Cardiac catheterization and angiography can be used
for interventional procedures. It is now used less frequently for the diagnosis because it is an invasive method
and it requiressedation or general anesthesia. Furthermore, it has catheter-related complications and causes
the patient expose to high radiation doses and iodinecontaining contrast agent.
Cardiovascular MRI is one of the best modalities for
the diagnosis of TA. Being non-invasive and non-radiating, cardiovascular MRI provides structural and functional information such as ventricular volumes and function,
flow in chambers and vessels, and tissue characteristics[5].
Disadvantages of MRI are that, it is less accessible and is
expensive. It can be difficult for the patients to stay still
for a long scanning time. Sedation or general anesthesia
is required in young patients. Vascular stents, coils, and
pacemakers can cause metallic artefacts.
CT provides excellent morphological evaluation
of TA. 3D CT angiography provides greater informa-

CASE REPORT
A three-day preterm female infant was referred to our
clinic with cleft lip-palate and on suspicion of cardiac
abnormality. She was born at 36th week of gestation by
caesarian delivery with the birth-weight of 2600 g from
a 33-year-old woman. Physical examination showed central cyanosis and grade 2/6 systolic murmur at the apex.
Respiratory rate was 48 breaths/min, and heart rate was
160 beats/min. The lungs found clear by auscultation
and the liver was palpable 4 cm under the right costal
margin. Arterial blood gas results revealed that PaO2 was
40.6 mmHg, PaCO2 as 16.9 mmHg, and O2SAT as 84%.
Transthoracic echocardiography showed the secundum
type ASD, peri-membraneous VSD, and single arterial
trunk.
In order to demonstrate such congenital anomalies
and vascular structures in detail, multi-detector computerized tomography (MDCT) was used on a dualsource 128-MDCT scanner (Somatom Definition Flash,
Siemens Healthcare, Germany). No medication was administered for sedation. Scans were acquired by 128 mm
× 0.625 mm collimation, 3 mm slice thickness, 0.6 mm
reconstruction slice thickness, and 0.3 mm reconstruction interval, 80 kVp, 25 mA and a helical pitch of 3.4.
Non-ionic contrast medium (1.5 mL/kg) was applied by
an automatic injector at a rate of 1 mL/s. CT scan was
obtained from the arcus aorta level towards the diaphragmatic face of the heart in prospectively electrocardiography (ECG)-triggered high-pitch spiral mode (flash spiral technique). After the traditional images of the patient
were acquired on axial plane and were evaluated in detail.
In addition, multiplanar reconstructions (MPR) maximum
intensity projection (MIP) and Three dimensional (3D)
volume rendering (3D VR) images were used for evaluating of the anomalies by using special computerized software (Syngovia, 2011). MDCT showed secundum type
ASD and peri-membraneous VSD as echocardiography.
Additionally, there was a single arterial trunk origin from
the right ventricle. Left and right branched pulmonary
arteriesweredivided into the posterior aspect of trunk.
Furthermore, persistent left superior vena cava and right
aberrant subclavian artery were diagnosed during the CT
study. 3D VR images clearly demonstrated the correlation between these abnormal vessels and origins (Figures
1 and 2). The patient died due to bronchopneumonia.
The radiation dose was determined in terms of protocol dose-length product (DLP) in CT scanning. Effective
dose (ED) was obtained on the value of DLP multiplying
it by 0.039 conversion factor for infant. The DLP value
for CT angiography was 10 mGy cm and estimated ED
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Figure 1 Axial (A) and maximum intensity projection coronal (B)
images show a single arterial trunk origin from the right ventricule and left and right branched pulmonary vessels origin from
the posterior aspect of trunk. In addition, persistent left superior
vena cava is observed. TA: Truncus arteriosus; LPA: Left pulmonary
artery; RPA: Right pulmonary artery; Ao: Descending aorta; LSVC:
Left superior vena cava; IVC: Inferior vena cava; RA: Right atrium.

RA
Ao
IVC

A

LSVC

B

Providing high image quality in a shortest breah-holding
period, as well, this technology is a fast scanning method
due to the application of dual X-ray and detector system
simultaneously[8]. They are very important features for
pediatric cardiac CT examinations of congenital heart
diseases. In our case, DSCT have clearly showed findings indicative of type 2 TA, the left and right branched
pulmonary arteries that arose from posterior aspect of
trunk. The ionizing radiation dose and contrast volume
were calculated as 0.39 mSv and 4 mL, respectively.
In conclusion, DSCT is a useful imaging method for
diagnosis, surgical planning, and postoperative evaluation
of congenital heart abnormality such as TA, especially in
infants and in children. It has significant roles to get the
better limitations of other imaging modalities and should
be preferred because of its fast imaging quality, low radiation dose, short breath-hold, and the other advantages.

Ab RSCA

LPA

LPA

TA

RPA

TA

Ao

Ao

Figure 2 Volume rendered 3D images (A and B) clearly demonstrates correlation between these abnormal vessels and origins. TA: Truncus arteriosus; RPA: Right pulmonary artery; LPA: Left pulmonary artery; Ao: Descending
aorta; LSVC: Left superior vena cava; IVC: Inferior vena cava; Ab RSCA: Right
aberrant subclavian artery.
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tion about anomalous anatomic detail, abnormal origin,
branching of arterial trunk, cardiac and extra cardiac
abnormalities such asaortic arch, coronary arteries abnormalities, left superior vena cava, and aberrant subclavian artery[5,6]. 3D images provide our understanding of
complex anatomy and connection problems. Additionally, it is useful for surgical planning and post-operative
assessment. It is easy to use especially in younger patients
due to the fast acquisition time and necessity of minimal
sedation[5,7]. It is more practical compared to MRI. Furthermore, CT can be safely used in patients with vascular
stents, coils, and pacemakers. Airways and lung parenchyma can be evaluated simultaneously[7].
The significant disadvantages of CT when compared
to MRI are ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast
media, to which infants and children are especially sensitive. Moreover pediatric patients normally have higher
heart rates and may have an incompatibility against betablockers. Breath-holding is an important problem in pediatric patients, as well. Flash spiral mode of dual-source
CT can be used to overcome these disadvantages. Dual
Source CT (DSCT) technology is the latest innovation
in MDCT. In DSCT, ionizing radiation and the necessity
of contrast media can be minimized with the usage of a
weight-based low-dose protocol. Moreover, it allows high
temporal resolution in patients with high heart rates or
arrhythmia and does not require the use of beta-blockers.
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Case characteristics

A three day preterm female infant was referred to our clinic with cleft lip -palate
and suspicion of cardiac anomaly.

Clinical diagnosis

Physical examination showed central cyanosis and grade 2/6 systolic murmur
at the apex.

Differential diagnosis
Cardiovascular anomalies.

Laboratory diagnosis

Arterial blood gas results revealed that PaO2 was 40.6 mmHg, PaCO2 of 16.9
mmHg, O2SAT of 84%.

Imaging diagnosis

Multidedector computer tomography (MDCT) showed secundum type atrial septal defect and perimembraneous ventricular septal defect as echocardiography;
in additionally, there was a single arterial trunk arising from the right ventricule,
persistent left superior vena cava and right aberrant subclavian artery was diagnosed on CT study.

Pathological diagnosis
Truncus arteriosus.

Treatment

The patient was died due to bronchopneumonia.

Related reports

CT is a useful imaging method for diagnosis, surgical planning and postoperative evaluation of congenital heart diseases like truncus arteriosus especially in
infants and children.

Term explanation

Dual source CT systems have design of a CT scanner with two X-ray tubes
and two detectors that has the potential to overcome limitations of conventional
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MDCT systems, such as temporal resolution for cardiac imaging.

Experiences and lessons

4

Dual-source CT has significant roles to get the better limitations of other imaging modalities and should be preferred because of its fast imaging quality, low
radiation dose, short breath-hold and the other advantages.
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